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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to explore how an expert learning process may
be beneficial in developing number sense in Year 6 students. The expert learning
process was a set of reflective prompts designed to include questions that expert
learners consider. I chose to focus on the development of number sense due to its
centrality in today's mathematics curriculum; and as it was a more specific topic, it
made the task more manageable for this relatively small study.
I used a case study method as this was an exploratory study and I was
interested in gaining in-depth, rich material about one setting. The setting was a Year
6 class from a primary school in the Perth metropolitan area, and the study lasted for
two school terms. The data collection method used a mixed paradigm designed in
order to strengthen internal validity, although the predominant approach was
qualitative.
Using qualitative data collection it was found that by engaging in the expert
learning process, the students were prompted to reflect on their learning at various
times throughout the number lessons, thus beginning to behave as self-regulated
learners. The expert learning process also made the students more motivated in their
attitudes towards the mathematics lessons, and after reflecting on the prompts
provided, the students were at times directed towards more effective learning
strategies.
The class teacher's teaching style was found to be extremely important in
affecting the outcome of this study. Her transmissive teaching style meant that she
did not perceive the students' reflections as important and therefore the learning
environment was not influenced very much by these reflections. The students were
powerless in this situation and had to accept the fact that their learning activities did
not change greatly.
The study was designed to find out if the number sense performance of the
Year 6 students improved through using the expert learning process. To investigate
this I took a quantitative approach using a number sense test, which had been used in
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an international study, and focused on analysing if there was any increased number
sense performance. The results showed that there was no significant improvement in
average number sense performance. It is important to note that the reason that
number sense was not developed may have been due somewhat to the teacher's
beliefs about mathematics. In this study the teacher did not believe that development
of number sense should be the focus of her teaching. This again, reveals the
importance of the teacher's role in guiding students to learn effectively.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

This chapter commences with the background to the problem and then
establishes a conceptual framework which describes the research study. Statements,
which outline the significance and purpose of the study, follow this. At this point I
state my research questions and finally provide a definition of some of the important
terms used in the thesis.

1.1 Background
Research into how students learn is now well established. With the departure
in education away from behaviourism (Thorndike, 1924) and towards perceiving the
learner as an active participant (von Glasersfeld, 1990; Herrington, 1992) the
cognitive revolution has continued. Information processing models created during
this revolution attempted to analytically identify the cognitive steps that learners
take, "heavily influenced by computer metaphors" (Silver, 1987, p. 34).
The ramifications for mathematics education were immense. In mathematics
education the student thinking process became far more important and early pioneers
such as Polya (1957) began identifying general steps which would support students
when problem solving. The term metacognition was gradually introduced to
"describe knowledge and thinking processes that monitor and assess learning"
(Herrington, 1992, p. 4). The awareness of what this term means and its importance
in the educational research community has steadily grown.
It was problematic initially to find one clear definition of this. In Herrington's
research (1992) he used the definition below by Meichenbaum (1985):
as to what a person knows about his or her cognitions (i.e. consciously
aware of the processes and being able to relate them in some way) and
to the ability to control these cognitions (e.g. planning cognitive
activities, choosing among alternatives, monitoring and changing
activities. (p. 412)
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With the student expected to be able to problem solve, and understand
mathematical processes it became important that these aspects were analysed and as
a result of this, cognitive-metacognitive frameworks were established (Garofalo &
Lester, 1985). The logical next step was then to "incorporate metacognitive aspects

into mathematics instruction" (Garafalo & Lester, 1985, p. 172). This focus on
making children aware of metacogniton became important in supporting children
learning mathematics (Herrington, 1992; Schoenfeld, 1992; Silver, 1987; McLeod,

1990).
Herrington (1 992) found benefits as a result of increasing metacognitive
awareness in the primary mathematics classroom. He found that students undergoing
a program designed to increase metacognitive awareness and teach learning
strategies "displayed a greater extent and quality of learning strategy awareness,
more confidence towards learning mathematics and a higher performance on
standardised tests of mathematical performance" (1992, p. iii).
Another line of research, which blossomed in the cognitive revolution

focused on an analysis of the approach taken by experts (Glaser & Chi, 1 988; Chase
& Simon, 1 973). This research focused on the common steps taken by experts in

various fields. Ertmer and Newby (1996) proposed one such model, which identified
the processes which expert learners follow. They identified that experts are aware of
the cognitive strategies that they themselves possess, can identify strategies that are
required for a task and if they do not have the required strategies, they are
knowledgeable in how to acquire these. When completing the tasks they self-regulate
and reflect on these tasks. As well as cognitive strategies, which earlier studies such
as Herrington's (1 992) focused on, they also identified the importance of
motivational and resource management issues. The widening focus has begun to be
identified as important for characterising effective learning. Researchers have
specifically identified that motivational issues and students' beliefs need to be built
into metacognitive models (McKeachie, Pintrich, Lin, & Smith, 1 986; Silver, 1987;

McLeod, 1990; Cobb, 1990; Dart et al., 2000). Other researchers have identified the
resource management issues as an important component of effective learning (Dunn,

Krimsky, Murray, & Quinn 1986; Burke & Burke-Samide, 2004).

Ertmer and Newby (1996) outlined that students in classrooms should be

made aware of their expert-learning model in order that they improve their
2

effectiveness in their approaches to learning. The research quoted on the areas of
metacognition, motivation and resource issues in the classroom led me to speculate
that there may be worthwhile benefits to students being made aware of Ertmer and
Newby's model (1996) in today's primary mathematics classroom.
There has been no research conducted previously on raising students'
awareness of this model in the classroom to my knowledge, and Ertmer and Newby
(1996) had found little empirical evidence of teaching students about how to develop
reflection skills. I decided, therefore, to begin consulting past research that contained
related aspects, in order that I could evaluate how students could be made aware of
this model.
I felt it worthwhile to look back at Herrington's research (1992). In his study he
divided his objectives into four areas. The first three areas were concerned with
children's beliefs in mathematics. In his fourth area, however, he tried to increase
metacognitive awareness in the classroom, which is a concept central to the expert
learning model. To do this he used "techniques that involved concept mapping, using
a think board, self-questioning and writing" (p.iii). In Herrington's study he saw the
strategy awareness of the students increase but other aspects such as "mathematical
performance measures" were not statistically significant. (p. 249)
I felt, however, that this approach had clear benefit to the children and that it
would be worthwhile to use the same self-questioning technique in order to
encourage children to think in a way that expert learners would. Herrington's (1992)
research was an important catalyst for this proposed study. He used a variety of self
questioning techniques to increase metacognitive thinking; some of the techniques
that he used were a "learning poster .... " (p. 33 1) "learning check .... and lesson
check" (p. 333). The poster provided a general reminder for students to "monitor
learning" (p. 331 ). The learning check was a set of prompts to be read by the students
before they embarked upon their mathematics learning and the lesson check was for
students to evaluate their mathematics lesson. I decided to adapt Herrington's work
and instead of using a variety of methods to increase metacognitive awareness, I
decided to simplify the process and make the expert learning model integral to every
lesson. Ertmer and Newby, who created the expert learning model, had concluded
that "reflections do not have to have to take the form of questions, but self
questioning can facilitate the reflective process" ( 1996, p. 19). This assertion, along
3

with Herrington's findings, inspired me to create an expert learning process. I also
consulted reliable research about cognition/metacognition (Herrington, 1992;
Meichenbaum, 1985; Garafalo & Lester, 1985; Naglieri & Johnson 2000)
motivation, (McKeachie, Pintrich, Lin & Smith, 1986; Silver, 1987; McLeod, 1990;
Cobb, 1990; Dart et al. , 2000) and resource management issues (Dunn, Krimsky,
Murray, & Quinn 1986; Burke & Burke-Samide, 2004). The expert learning process
included a reflective prompt with a section for planning, monitoring and evaluating
as Ertmer and Newby (1996) assert that expert learning undertakes this self
regulatory process.
To complete this expert learning process I decided to include a plenary
session into each lesson as I felt that it was important students discussed their
answers to the reflective prompt in class discussions. While taking a radical
constructivist theoretical stance, I believe that the social setting is greatly
advantageous to learning. This viewpoint is not contradictory with constructivists'
views, who agree that social interaction is an important vehicle for learning
(von Glasersfeld, 1998) and it was possibly only early supporters of discovery
learning who saw learning taking place individually from a series "of assignment
cards" (Dienes, 1967, p. 145). Instead of individually embarking on a lonely voyage,
the assertion "that human learning presupposes a specific social nature and process
by which c.hildren grow into the intellectual life around him" (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 89)
needs to be embraced in the classroom. Research is finding that in mathematics
education, reflective discourse provides students with effective learning opportunities
(Askew, Brown, Rhodes, Wiliam, & Johnson, 1997; Whitenack, Knipping, Noringer,
& Underwood, 2004; Trafton & Thiessen, 2004). Burton (1993) also asserts that this
type of discussion as been very effective as it allows the teacher to listen to the
students' present understanding and thus guide future activities.
It is necessary to point out that while some of the above research relates
directly to the role of metacognition in purely problem solving activities (Polya,
1957), other researchers designed their metacognitive framework as "relevant to
performance on a wide range of mathematical tasks, not only classified as problems"
(Garofalo & Lester, 1985, p. 171). Ertmer and Newby's model (1996) also referred
to learning generally. This is important because today's mathematics classroom
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includes a wide range of mathematical activities not just problem solving as in the
accepted mathematics education sense.
The last adaptation from Herrington's research was to focus on number sense
performance rather than the whole of the mathematical curriculum. Before providing
a rationale as to why this focus was chosen, it was necessary to define what I mean
by the term 'number sense'. It is an emerging definition often used alongside the
term 'numeracy'. The term numeracy often encompasses a much broader range of
meanings. Number sense is more specific and has been described by McIntosh, Reys,
Reys, Bana, and Farrell, (1 997) as:
a person's general understanding of number and operations, along
with the ability and inclination to use this understanding in flexible
ways to make mathematical judgments and to develop useful and
efficient strategies for managing numerical situations. (p. 3)
Number sense was chosen as the focus for this thesis due to its emerging
importance in the mathematics curriculum. Developed societies are demanding a
highly educated workforce; with the ability to solve problems, and work in an ever
changing world so many mathematical educators are calling for students to be
numerate citizens. For this to happen they are calling for number sense to have a
central focus in today's mathematics curriculum (Sowder, 1990; Yang & Reys,
2001 ). With advanced technology and the common use of calculators the efficient
rote learning of written algorithms no longer has much purpose. As Swan (1 996)
asserts:
Technology has been wholeheartedly embraced by employers and
very few would expect that an employee would complete tedious
calculations using written methods. They would rather employees use
the most efficient method, whether it be calculator or mental
computation. One reason for teaching mathematics to children is to
prepare them for the real world. (p. 54)
Number sense was also a more specific topic, rather than trying to consider
the whole mathematics curriculum and this made it more manageable for this
relatively small study.
The Western Australian Outcome and Standards Framework (Department of
Education and Training, 2005) has identified number sense as a central component of
its mathematics curriculum, and has asked schools to organise their curriculum so
5

that students have opportunities to "use numbers and operations and the relationships
between them efficiently and flexibly" (2005, p. 32). Certainly, if society is to be
able to apply the learning about number, then schools need to be promoting true
understanding of number, so that members of society will know how to solve
problems presented in the real world.
It is important that research plays a role in providing guidance for teachers as
to "what type of curricular and instructional approach will best foster the
development of number sense?" (McIntosh et al., p. 5). Through researching number
sense, there have been many important factors already identified in planning number
lessons. These include teachers providing lots of estimating activities (Thornton &
Tucker, 1989) and mental computation opportunities (Askew et al., 1997).
I was interested in assessing whether the reflective prompt that I have
assembled may theoretically support number sense development. Through consulting
the literature on latest opinions and research findings, the reflective prompt's use in
this domain was ascertained.
The expert learning process was identified as being particularly useful for
number sense development in the following areas:
• Reflection by the learner (McIntosh et al., 1997).
• Teachers understanding students' thought processes (Askew et al.,
1997; Sparrow & McIntosh, 2004; Gravemeijer, van Galen,
Boswinkel, & van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2004).
• Reflective discourse (Askew et al., 1997; Whitenack et al., 2004;
Trafton & Thiessien, 2004).
•

Resource management (Trafton & Thiessen, 2004; Mulligan, 2004;
Gravemeijer et al., 2004; Sparrow & Swan, 2004).

Ertmer and Newby's model (1996) is a generalised model of how expert
learners gain success in any learning situation so it is not surprising that many of the
approaches it suggested are reiterated in the opinion of mathematics educators as to
how children will develop number sense. It is the focus of this research study to

explore how the reflective prompt, which was inspired by the model of Expert

Learning (1996), may promote number sense.
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Underpinning this study is the theory of radical constructivism. This implies
that teachers must embark on the long process of teaching for understanding by the
individual learner (Piaget, 1962; Bruner, 1966; von Glasersfeld, 1990). If the desired
aims of creating students who can use their learning in the real world and be
confident with number is to be achieved however, then this 'understanding' must
also be robust enough for students to apply this understanding quickly, mentally and
in everyday situations. This robustness may emerge from students developing
understanding and then practising solving problems on a regular basis in mental
computation settings (McIntosh et al., 1997; Sowder, 1990). A result of this may be
that children learn to quickly solve mental computation problems in the classroom,
achieving automaticity (Gerston, 1999). This ability aids them even further in solving
more difficult mental computation questions. This does have similarities in its
product to behaviourist aims of the past (Thorndike, 1924) but the process, which
creates students who confidently work with number, is quite different. This process
is one where the learner personally constructs the knowledge for him/herself (Bruner
1966; Piaget, 1962; von Glasersfeld, 1990). This does not mean that teachers do not
have an important role, but it does mean that if teachers are trying to develop number
sense in their students, one of the important components of their teaching must be to
be to provide opportunities for radical constructivist learning. McIntosh et al., (1997)
emphasises the teacher's role as encouraging numerical concepts to be "individually
internalised" (p. 44).
The reflective prompt had been created to remind the student to focus on all
the concepts to be learned and to link previous knowledge with this focus. This
process of linking previous understanding with new understanding is very important
for learning (McIntosh et al., 1997). Good and Brophy (1997) also make this point in
asserting that "students learn through a process of active construction that involves
making connections between new information and existing networks of prior
knowledge" (p. 397).
Theoretically, therefore, the reflective prompt may have potential in
developing students' number sense. It was of interest to explore what happened when
the reflective prompt was integrated into a number classroom.
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1.2 The Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework in Figure 1 describes the research study. I created this
framework with radical constructivist learning theory underpinning the study and
then focussed on Ertmer and Newby's model (1 996) which highlighted the
characteristics of expert learners. The intention then was for a process, which
enabled the learner to be made aware of this expert learning model and would
promote number sense, to be implemented in the primary number classroom. The
reflective process has been identified in the model. A series of self-questions were
created for children to reflect on their work during number classes. This process had
two components to it. The first component has been described as a reflective prompt,
and it includes adaptations of Ertmer and Newby's (1996) own examples of
questions that experts may consider. The second component was described as a final
whole-class discussion. The final part of the conceptual framework reflects how this
process, which took place in the primary number classroom, was to be observed. In
this way the effects on the students' learning could be analysed and described.
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Radical Constructivist Theory

u
Ertmer & Newby's Model of Expert Learning

I

Task requirements

Evaluate ...-.Monitor

Personal resources

i

'

Metacognitive Control
Plan

Metacognitive Knowledge

....

...

Reflection

i

Process selected to develop expert learning and increase number sense

Reflective prompt and discussion

Implementation of reflective prompt and discussion in a
Year 6 number classroom

Increased understanding of how an expert learning process designed
to promote number sense affects Year 6 students

Figure 1. Conceptual framework for the study
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1.3 The Significance of the Study
If children are actively engaged in their own mathematics learning, and learn
with understanding, they may be able to apply the mathematics learnt in school for
use in society. It is therefore, a worthwhile aim to conduct research that explores how
to create manageable approaches to guide children so that they may be encouraged to
become more engaged in the pursuit of learning with understanding, so becoming
numerate citizens of the future.
In Western Australia the Progress Maps (Curriculum Council, 2005) now
requires that children approach mathematics in a way described as Working
Mathematically (p. 18). This includes the expectation that students will "use
mathematical thinking processes. . . reason mathematically... apply and verify"
(p. 13). There is a distinct connection between this approach and the steps considered
in the Ertmer and Newby (1996) model. Ertmer and Newby's model places a strong
emphasis on the use of a variety of strategies and resources. They recognise the
importance of planning and consider reflection as vital to successful learning. The
'working mathematically' document also perceives learning to be an active process;
learning with understanding rather than a transmissive view of learning.
If children begin to self-question and learn with understanding as perceived
in the Ertmer and Newby model (1996) and Von Glasersfeld (1992), they will be
working mathematically as envisaged by the Progress Maps. This research could
therefore indicate to teachers, who have previously shied away from teaching
children to think mathematically, how to begin this process.
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1.4 The Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to explore the effects on Year 6 students'
learning about number when using an expert learning process. A set of prompts was
designed to include questions that expert learners consider. The Year 6 students had
to consult this and reflect on their personal answers during each mathematics lesson.
As this was a case study design it was planned so that rich intensive data was
collected.

1.5 Research Questions
The first research question had been intentionally designed to
allow for the predominately exploratory nature of the study. I felt that it was very
important not to anticipate the findings but document whatever effects were
demonstrated. I also wanted to record all the effects, including attitudes and beliefs.
The reason for recording these effects was due to the expert learning model
documenting the learner from a broad perspective. The second question reflects my
belief in the importance of developing number sense and allows for a quantitative
judgement as to whether the performance increased. These results should also
support the findings from the first research question.
1.

What were the effects on Year 6 students of using an expert learning

process designed to promote number sense?
2.

Did number sense performance of the Year 6 students improve

through using an expert learning process?

1.6 Definition of Terms
I have presented a list of definitions of terms and concepts in the order that
they are encountered in this thesis so that they can be referred to as needed. In
providing these definitions I have tried to provide clarity for those terms used where
the meanings may be ambiguous.

11

Expert learning process
This process refers to a series of prompts created by myself so that students
ask themselves questions that expert learners would consider and it was created using
the Expert Learning Model (Ertmer & Newby, 1996). The questions were presented
in a written format for the planning and monitoring stage as in Appendix C and
named 'reflective prompt' and I adapted it slightly as time in the classroom went by
and this is included Appendix D. The final self-questioning section took the form of
a whole class discussion asking the students to reflect back on the learning process
asking such questions as, what they learnt, and what they still did not understand, as
in Appendix E, and this was identified as a final whole class discussion.
Reflective prompt
The written reflection conducted in the planning stage of the class and
midway through the lesson was defined at the reflective prompt as in Appendix C.
The children referred to the sheet containing the questions that expert learners may
consider in the planning and monitoring stages as their reflective prompt. They filled
in this in their number lessons, at the beginning and midway through the lesson.
Number sense
I have used the definition provided by McIntosh et al. (1997) as I used their
number sense test, which was used in an international study for analysing number
sense levels, and they have engaged in extensive research into number sense.
Number sense refers to a "person's general understanding of number and operations
along with the ability and inclination to use this understanding in a flexible way to
make mathematical judgments and to develop useful and efficient strategies for
managing numerical situations" (McIntosh et al., 1997, p. 3).
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Understanding
When I began this study I took 'understanding' to mean having a deep
conceptual knowledge of concepts. It was only when I was in the field did I realise
that understanding can mean different things to different people. Skemp (1976)
provided definitions that allowed me to contrast one idea of understanding with
another.
Relational understanding
Skemp identified relational understanding as 'knowing what to do and why"
(1976, p. 20). He gives further explanation indicating that in relational understanding
"learning relational mathematics consists of building up conceptual structures" (p.
26).
Instrumental understanding
Skemp identified instrumental understanding as "rules without reasons... for
may pupils and teachers the possession of such a rule and ability to use it was what
they meant by understanding" (p. 20).
Transmission teaching
I have used Askew et als., (2004) definition as it fits neatly into the behaviour
that I have described as transmissive teaching in this thesis. The report (Askew et al.
1997) on effective numeracy teachers has been important in the design my study;
particularly in identifying the links between the aims of the expert learning process
and what effectively develops number sense. It is therefore very appropriate to use
this.
The transmission orientation is marked by a clear separation of
teaching and learning, with the emphasis on the teaching. Teachers
disposed toward this orientation see students as dependent upon the
teacher for gaining access to mathematics. The transmission
orientated teacher, regards herself as primarily responsible for the
learning. The student's role in the class is subordinate to that of the
teacher. (p. 177)
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Discovery methods teaching approach
An · appropriate description of a discovery methods teaching approach is
Askew's (2004) definition.
A discovery orientation emphasises the responsibility of the learner
in coming to know mathematics. This leads to valuing student
independence above direct teaching. Emphasis on the student as an
independent learner carries the presupposition that what is to be
learned has not been taught. (p. 1 77)
This chapter has provided a general background for the study. A more
detailed analysis of the relevant literature is covered in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

As I had made the decision to conduct this case study using both quantitative
and qualitative data collection it was appropriate to refer to literature which related to
both quantitative and qualitative designs. The following literature review was
conducted in order to inform my research study. The areas of focus included the
designs of previous studies, methodology as well as theoretical underpinnings. I also
conducted a review of the literature "to assist i n the formulation of the research
question" (Johnson & Christensen, 2004, p. 62).
It was necessary to initially explore why the expert learning process that I
have created was theoretically sound and worth researching in the classroom. It was
essential to find out how this area had been researched in the past and the
conclusions that had been reached, in order to ensure that the research would be
worthwhile. As this case study was created using findings from a few different areas
of research, it differed from other studies, so I identified the important research
studies that focused on the main components of my study and reviewed the literature
in each of these. The purpose of this was to "identify established knowledge and,
more important, ... develop significant, new questions" (Marshall & Rossman, 1995,
p. 31 ). It was imperative that I identified how the areas explored by other researchers
would contribute to my research focus.
It was also important to locate this research in a "body of theory" (Marshall
& Rossman, 1995, p. 28). As this study is researching learning, it was especially
important for the purposes of this study to define learning. I identified that radical
constructivist learning theory would underpin the study; therefore some exploration
of the important theorists' beliefs was necessary in order to validate this decision.
I then considered research undertaken on the subject of raising metacognitive
awareness, as metacognition is an inherent part of expert learning and there is a large
body of significant mathematics research i n this area. Past research on raising
metacognitive awareness was informing the study, so it was significant to review
these developments. Particular attention was paid to those studies that used a
prompting approach to raise metacognitive awareness and those that covered the
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curriculum area of mathematics education. It needs to be acknowledged that there are
differences between expert learning as defined by Ertmer and Newby (1996) and
metacognition, and these differences were outlined.
It was also necessary to review research on expert learning to understand how
studies began analysing expertise in individual domains and then began to find that
while an expert at one field did not automatically become an expert in another, there
were commonalities between how different experts become proficient in their
different areas of expertise (Brown, Bransford, Ferrara, & Campoine, 1983). This
realisation that the capabilities of the expert learner can be identified is beginning to
be used to benefit learning in the classroom. Various researchers are trying to raise
students' awareness of the approaches that experts take in different curriculum areas
and it is necessary to examine some of these studies in order to guide my own study.
Lastly it was important to explore what number sense is and why it is
becoming a very important part of today's mathematics curriculum. Researchers
have identified how it can be developed effectively in the classroom and have
conducted research to identify the way forward. In this way it was possible to
identify how the characteristics of the reflective prompt could support the
development of number sense.

2.1 Radical Constructivism
For this proposed research, radical constructivism theory underpins how I
perceive the active construction of knowledge to take place and this theory has been
central to the formation of the study. I believe that this theory should be the
foundation of what true learning is and should be the goal of all primary mathematics
classes. Unfortunately this is not always society's goal and where students are
expected to recite transmitted facts in order to pass exams, students may simply be
engaging in rote learning. This type of learning has been described by some as
surface learning (Biggs & Moore, 1993). If society supports and rewards surface
learning, children may not master mathematical concepts and in an age when
calculators and computers have taken away the need for surface/rote learning, it
seems futile to teach mathematics without understanding. This study focussed
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therefore, on developing children's ability to learn as defined by radical
constructivism.
If I am to make the assertion concerning the superiority of radical

constructivist learning, then it is important to justify why this is the approach that
will create children who have a true understanding of mathematical concepts. This
conclusion was arrived at after considering how cognitive development takes place in
the individual learner. Piaget is a useful starting point, as he made the important
realisation that learning must begin with the child. He was sure that knowledge was
not given to a passive observer; rather "knowledge of reality must be discovered and
constructed by the activity of the child" (cited in Ginsburg, 1 969, p. 14). As a
biologist Piaget described the cognitive development of children in similar terms to
his specialised field. He saw children, like all forms of life, to have the tendency to
integrate structures and he classified this process as organisation. His second
principle of functioning is adaptation. This relates to his observation that learners
"assimilate or accommodate new information" (cited in Ginsburg, 1 969, p. 1 9).
Ausabel (1 968) confirmed how crucial it is that the correct exposure to certain
activities occurs for children to build up their own understanding. He explained that
"by employing optimally effective methods of ordering the sequence of the subject
matter, constructing its internal logic and organization, and arranging practice trails"
(p. 153) we can promote effective learning. He saw a huge problem with children not
fully mastering new concepts, as they have insufficient anchoring ideas. More
recently, Burton (1993) supported making connections in children's learning asking,
"where am I now" and "where am I going?".
From the above discussion therefore the teacher's role is not to "dispense
knowledge but to provide students with opportunities and incentives to build it up"
Glasersfeld (cited in Murphy, 1 997, p. 3). Teachers then have to work in · the
classroom to facilitate learning. Glasersfeld further explained, "from the
constructivist perceptive, learning is not a stimulus response phenomena. It requires
self-regulation and the building up of conceptual structures through reflection and
abstraction" (cited in Murphy, 1 997, p. 4). It appears extremely important in this
theory that learning concentrates on the process. Von Glasersfeld followed on to
explain, "learning is making sense of one experiential world. In this process,
students' errors are seen in a positive light and as a means of gaining insight into
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how they are organising their experiential world" (cited in Murphy, 1997, p. 4).
Burton (1993) agreed with this concept of learning and asserted that the classroom
has to become a place where being wrong is a positive experience. She perceives that
children will only reveal their personal cognitive process if it is safe to do so. This
means that children must not experience any negative consequences if they show a
lack of understanding. It becomes apparent therefore that teachers need to engage
students in "inquiry into worthwhile and meaningful questions, critical thinking
about significant policy issues, and discussion of potential methods of solving real
problems" (Good & Brophy, 1 997, p. 404).
Finally it is important to make the point that although it is certainly true that
in radical constructivism knowledge only exists in the heads of individuals,
Glasersfeld's theory does "not deny the role of social interaction - it merely stresses
the obvious fact that others, society, language, etc. become known to the individual
only by way of his or her interpretation of the relevant interactions" (Glasersfeld,
1998, p. 1). This was important as I was aiming for the reflective prompt to be part of
a classroom, with the teacher teaching and fellow students sharing mathematical
ideas rather than thirty-two individual students learning on their own.

2.2 Raising Metacognitive Awareness in the Mathematics Classroom
It became clear to Garofalo and Lester in the early 1 980s that "elementary

students do not routinely analyse problem information, monitor progress or evaluate
results" (1985, p. 169), and because of this they felt that it was important to focus on
these aspects in primary mathematics. They presented a cognitive-metcognitive
framework, which highlighted "key points where metacognitive decisions are likely
to influence cognitive actions" and these included "orientate, organise, execute and
verify" (p. 171). With these metacognitive actions outlined they called for more
emphasis to be placed on metacognition, particularly in "instructional treatments"
(p. 172). This view was reiterated by other mathematics education researchers such
as Silver (1987), Schoenfeld (1992), and Herrington (1992).
In this research I began focusing on Herrington's work, which attempted to
raise awareness of the importance of metacognitive aspects in the primary classroom.
Herrington (1992) conducted research, which considered student beliefs and
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strategies for learning mathematics. His study included a yearlong learning program
designed to teach metacognitive learning strategies. Some of the metacognitive
materials that he used in this program were a learning poster, learning check, lesson
check and mathematics check. These all used a self-questioning (prompting)
approach, which encouraged the children to reflect as they progressed in their
mathematics lessons. The results, analysed using ANCOVA, revealed that students
undergoing the program displayed a slight increase in learning strategy awareness,
although the higher performance on the standardised testing and the increased
confidence towards learning mathematics was not statistically significant. I felt that it
was worthwhile to conduct a predominately qualitative study, which extended
Herrington's work, and provided a useful description of the effects on the students,
which took place when such a study was conducted. Herrington identified that there
would be benefit from further research and he felt that his study might have been
more effective if it had included other strategies such as "anxiety reducing tactics and
motivational skills training" (1992, p. 254). The current research study did include
reflection on these affective areas so it was of interest to consider if this would
impact on the outcome.
Other research has revealed that prompting had been effective in raising
students' awareness of metacognitive issues (King, 1 992; Lin & Lehman, 1 999;
Schoenfeld, 1 992). In Schoenfeld's college problem solving courses he found that
prior to the course 60 per cent of students stuck at the problems without considering
other lines of inquiry; using few skills of an expert problem solver. Throughout the
course he kept asking the students three questions to make them consider their
actions. After the course was completed, fewer that 20 per cent of the students still
behaved as a complete novice. It has to be noted that the success of these studies
varied. Both Herrington's (1 992) and Barry's (2002) research found statistically
significant improvements in metacognitive strategy awareness but found that the
increased mathematical performance was not statistically significant.
Research into diagnostic teaching methods showed that a program that
involved intense discussion between pupils about their mathematics learning
produced statistically significant gains in testing (Bell, 1 993). Bell conducted a series
of three experiments in which he investigated students' number misconceptions and
how to remediate these. In his second experiment with fraction misconceptions, he
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took two classes of 10- and 11-year-olds who had the same teacher and the similar
mathematical experiences. The quasi-experimental method produced some
worthwhile results. He asserted that these gains show the importance of immediate
feedback to students and that the connection between "doing and learning" (Bell,
1993, p. 136) is vital for students to acquire. What is particularly pertinent for the
current study is his opinion, which came from analysing the results of the research.
He "suggests that metacognition, in the shape of pupils awareness of their learning
process, is an important field for study and development" (p. 146).
Recent research is continuing to show effective gains in children's
mathematical performance after completing metacognitive training. Self-regulated
learning strategies, which were taught to third-grade students, positively affected
metacognitive awareness (Fuchs, Fuchs, & Prentice, 2003). Naglieri and Johnson
(2000) conducted a small study on students aged between 12-14 years of age. This
quantitative study encouraged students to improve their metacognitive awareness
through discussion and results showed great improvements in the students' cognitive
ability.
Kramaski and Maverich (2003) have also identified benefits of metacognitive
training. In their study of 97 seventh-graders the results revealed that students who
were exposed to the metacognitive training and cooperative learning increased their
mathematical performance in comparison to those students who were only exposed
to a cooperative learning approach. This research suggests that metacognition is an
important avenue for research, and since the expert learning model includes
metacognition as a central component it supports the need for this exploratory study.

2.3 Expert Learning in the Classroom

Researchers have been able to study the differences between expert and
novices and they were able to identify certain things that experts do (Chi & Glaser,
1981; Chase & Simon, 1973). Daley (1999) recognised that expert nurses were
different to novices; in particular they were more selective when finding out new
information and decision-making was based more on patient needs rather than on
transmitted information.
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Bransford (cited in Brown, Bransford, Ferrara, & Campoine, 1983) made the
important discovery that he was able to transfer some of the skills that he already
possessed as an expert cognitive psychologist when trying to learn physics. Bruer
(1994) asserted that some people are able to tackle new fields more competently than
others. He terms these people as "intelligent novices" (1994, p. 9). He pointed out
that while domain-specific knowledge is naturally important in the pursuit of
learning something new; there are certain skills that they can apply to any task which
lead towards expert performance. This is becoming increasingly important, as Brown
and Palincsar (1987) stated:
in a scientific and technological society based on an increasingly
complex and rapidly changing information base, a productive member
of society must be able to acquire new facts, critically evaluate them
and adapt to their implications . . . There is considerable evidence that
a sizable minority of school leavers , when they encounter college, the
armed forces or the workforce lack the skills of the intelligent novice.
(p. 83)
In the primary mathematics classroom if all students could approach new
tasks as an intelligent novice or as an expert learner more students might achieve
their potential in mathematics and continue to solve mathematical problems in the
future when formal schooling is completed.
Brown and Palinscar ( 1982; 1987; 1989) conducted research in order to try to
teach children to use expert reading strategies. The first piece of research started with
"four seventh-grade students with homogenous learning problems"(1982, p. 10).
This research used both quantitative and qualitative approaches. After an intervention
to improve reading, using an approach which trained children to behave like expert
readers, performance increased from 50 percent correct during baseline testing to 8090 percent correct at the end of corrective feedback and strategy training. Qualitative
results also reported that students began using strategies that they had never thought
of using before. Further research was conducted using "regular teachers under
conditions approaching those of the normal classroom" (Brown & Palincsar, 1987,
p. l l o). Teachers were trained and the study was implemented. The results were very
similar to the laboratory experiments and formed a "baseline level of 40 percent, rose
steadily during training and by the 15th day reached an asymptote of 70 to 80 percent
correct"(l 987, p. 1 13). These experiments were conducted in the real classroom and
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improved reading comprehension in a mainstream class. This research program used
both quantitative and qualitative methods to produce thorough and meaningful
research that has directed my own design.
Ertmer and Newby (1996) also considered the contrast between expert
learners and their less successful counterparts. They identified that:
Expert learners display planfulness, control and reflection; they are
aware of the knowledge and skills they possess, or are lacking, and
use appropriate strategies to actively implement or acquire them.
(p. 1)
They wanted to show that there was an essential relationship between
metacognition, self-regulation and reflection in expert learning and to do this they
presented an expert learning model, which is shown in Figure 2.

Task Requirements

Personal Resources

Type of Leaming
Appropriate Leaming Strategies
- cognitive
- motivational
- environmental

Prior Knowledge
Available Leaming Strategies
- cognitive
- motivational
- environmental

Metacognitive Control
(Self-regulation)
Plan

Reflection

Figure 2. Ertmer and Newby's Model of Expert Learners (1996)
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Due to its importance in this research study it is relevant to describe the
components of the model in detail. It is much broader than the early models of the
successful learner. Compared to Polya's earlier model of effective problem solvers
(1957) which focussed solely on cognitive behaviour, this model illustrates how
effective learning requires metacognitive knowledge of cognitive, motivational and
environmental strategies. It also stresses that the learner needs to possess regulatory
control of the learning activity through reflection on the learning process before,
during and after the task has been completed. Ertmer and Newby drew on past
research to create the model. The many different findings were brought together to
present the complete picture of the expert learner. They emphasised the importance
of the learner possessing a clear understanding of what the word learning means in
each situation. For instance, is it rote learning or does the learnt information need to
be applied in other contexts? This clarification of what learning actually means to
students was also found to be important by researchers (Van Rossum & Schenk,
1 984; Purdie, Hattie & Douglas, 1996).
The Expert Learning Model (Ertmer & Newby, 1996) also explained how
expert learners implement appropriate regulatory strategies. Experts had been
scrutinised and, rather than seeing learning as purely processing large stores of
knowledge, how they regulate their learning is what makes them far more successful.
The actual steps in self-regulation were identified and described in the Expert
Learning Model. Expert learners start by accessing their knowledge stores and then
they plan how they expect to accomplish their goals. As they proceed, the student is
able to make constant fine-tuning in order to successfully complete the activity. It is
important to appreciate that even before learners attempt a task they need to think
about the requirements of the learning activity, their own personal ability to meet the
task requirements and the "potential matches between the two" (p. 11). They need to
monitor the learning act and this complex task needs to be conducted throughout the
learning process. Finally after completing the entire task expert learners assess both
the process of completing the task and the product achieved (Ertmer & Newby,
1996).
The model places reflection at the centre of successful learning. Reflection
allows learners to make the most of their metacognitive knowledge during each stage
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of the learning process. The learner reflects on his/her personal resources and task
requirements before he/she begins the task. During the task there is continuous
reflection of the various process of the learning task takes place and these stages
were identified as the planning, monitoring and evaluating stages. It is important to
realize that this activity goes on at both a conscious and an unconscious level. A final
reflection of each learning activity is crucial. The expert learner evaluates the success
of the task and the expertise of the learner is further enhanced as the learner stores
the lessons learnt from the task, which will be utilised in future learning activities
(Ertmer & Newby, 1996).
After creating this model Ertmer and Newby assert "there is very little
understanding (and even less empirical evidence) of how this skill develops and how
it can be influenced and improved" (p. 1 9). The researchers recommend that this
model should be influencing the teaching process and they give clear indicators of
how this could happen. They maintain that "extensive long term practice and
feedback are considered critical for the development of expert learning" (p. 21), and
that students should know how to "judge for themselves whether they understand,
and know what to do when they need more information" (p. 22).
The impact of students reflecting on their academic work was also considered
by McCrindle and Christenson (1 995). In their quantitative and qualitative study,
university students were "assigned to either a learning journal or scientific report"
(1 995, p. 1 67) which they had to complete during their lessons. Quantitative results
show that the students who were assigned to complete the journal received better
marks than the group who were asked to complete the scientific report and that this
difference was significant.
The Ertmer and Newby model suggests that "self questioning can facilitate
the reflective process" (1 996, p. 19) and this self-questioning method was also used
successfully by King (1992) to raise comprehension. Ertmer and Newby proposed
that the "expert learner utilises reflective learning throughout an entire learning task"
(p. 19), so it will be an important aspect of the research to encourage the children to
reflect during, not just at the end of the mathematics tasks and that the self
questioning approach may have value.
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2.4 Reflective Discourse
Past research has proposed that the children should be encouraged to discuss
their thinking process with their peers through undertaking class discussion.
Vygotsky's ideas (1978) are very important as they point to the benefits of social
interaction. He differentiated between "lower and higher function" ( cited in Nicholl,
1998, p. 1). Whereas our lower functions would develop even if the individual were
isolated, he "saw our higher mental functions as developing through social
interaction being socially or culturally mediated" (cited in Nicholl, 1998, p. 1). This
perception holds important implications for the teacher, in that he saw teachers
playing a vital role scaffolding the students' learning in the "zone of proximal
development" (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86). This is described as the "distance between
the actual developmental level as determined through problem solving under adult
guidance or in collaboration" (p. 86). More able children can also teach other
children by operating in their zone of proximal development when they are involved
in peer discussions. It is imperative to note that, while the ideas of Vygotsky are
extremely significant, I have still placed the individual construction of knowledge at
the forefront of learning as explained by Glasersfeld (1998).
Cobb, Boufi, McClain and Whitenack (1997) explored the introduction of
reflective discourse into mathematical activities; the research had 18 children
participate in a qualitative experiment. It analysed the effects of reflective discourse
on mathematical activity. All 18 children developed more sophisticated counting
methods by the end of his study. In their opinion "opportunities arose for the children
to reflect on and objectify their prior activity as they participated in the discourse"
(1997, p. 1). This definition of social discourse is one that I planned to use for my
research study. Burton (1993) also advocates social discourse in the classroom as a
vehicle for reaching consensus and encouraging children to work mathematically.
She describes how through discussion, conflicting ideas can be discussed and the
different possibilities celebrated. The teacher can encourage consensus in the group.
Burton (1993) describes this as working with conviction, in pairs, in small groups
and the whole class.
This type of social interaction was crucial for Brown and Palincsar's
classroom research (1982; 1987; 1989) that acknowledged and incorporated the
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Vygotskian idea of the zone of proximal development and used social discourse in a
cooperative learning environment to improve reading ability. Research by Mevarech
and Kramaski (2003) tested the effects of metacognitive training with or without
cooperative learning. This quantitative experiment analysed the effects on high
school students learning about linear graphs. On mathematical reasoning results, the
cooperative groups did not perform any better than the students working individually
but the cooperative group' s fluency and flexibility in providing correct mathematical
explanations did improve more than for the students working individually.

2.5 The Reflective Prompt and Number Sense Instruction
There is clear agreement amongst many mathematics educators today that
number instruction needs to focus on number sense (Sparrow & McIntosh, 2004;
Thornton, 1989). The Western Australian Outcomes and Standards Framework
(2005) has identified number sense as a central component maintaining that students
need to " use numbers and operations and the relationships between them efficiently
and flexibly" (p. 32).
It is important that educators have a good understanding of what number
sense is and know what the number sense abilities of students are if we are to plan
effective instruction. For this purpose it is useful to consider the study by McIntosh,
et al. (1997) who "sought to advance the discussion of the value and means of
developing number sense by gathering evidence regarding the current level of
number sense of students aged 8, 10, 12, and 14 in four countries" (p. 6). Their study
used a number sense framework developed earlier in 1992. The test was administered
using a strict protocol. It is important to highlight that there could not be any
"significant comparisons between the countries as the student samples were not
representative of the school population of each country" (p. 13). The testing did
reveal that in Australia the average "ten year old has a reasonable understanding of
notation and place value of whole numbers and numbers with one but not two places
of decimals. Understanding of fractions is limited to representations of simple
fractions as parts of a subset of a set but not as points on a number line" (1997,
p. 34). The results of this study are important for many reasons. One reason is that
they show that children's number sense is often not as advanced as the teachers
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generally believe. These tests surprised teachers, as they revealed the true level of
understanding that the students were working at. This highlights the fact that the
goals of mathematics education need to be clear for all. If society wants children to
possess number sense, then it has to be clear to the whole community that this is the
intention. Often teachers experience anxiety if standard algorithms are not taught to
children (Duffin, 1991). They need to be reassured that although standards may
appear to drop, as children are able to achieve more correct answers in the short term
through following rules, children will benefit in the long run from being provided
with activities which develop number sense instead.
Certainly research needs to play a part in order to provide guidance for
teachers. They need to investigate "what type of curricular and instructional
approach

will

best

foster

the

development

of

number

sense?"

(McIntosh et al., 1997, p. 5). Through researching number sense, there have been
many important factors already identified in planning number lessons. These include
teachers providing lots of estimating activities (Thornton, 1989) and mental
computation opportunities (Askew et al., 1997).
I am interested in assessing whether the expert learning process that I have

assembled, inspired by Ertmer and Newby's Expert Learning Model (1996), may
theoretically support number sense development. Through consulting the literature
on the latest opinions and research findings the reflective prompts use in this domain
may be ascertained.
2.5.1 Reflection by the Leamer
Reflection by the learner is a "linking component in expert learning" (Ertmer
& Newby, 1 996, p. 15). They explain that "as a powerful link between thought and
action, reflection can supply information about outcomes and the effectiveness of
selected strategies, thus making it possible for a learner to gain strategy knowledge
from specific learning activities" (Ertmer & Newby, 1996, p. 14).
Reflection of the individual when engaging in activities concerned with
developing number sense has also been identified as very important. McIntosh et al.
(1 997) specifically identified that it was important that the teacher should create a
"climate where reflection and evaluation are important elements in the work" (p. 44).
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Trafton and Thiessen (2004) also state that in order to develop number sense,
"teachers work to create a classroom community that supports reflection" (p. 1 15). In
research by Askew et al. (2004) children's inability to reflect on their personal
learning experience and instead trying "to do what he believed the teacher expected
of him" (p. 37) impaired learning.
2.5.2 Sense Making

At the very core of the expert learning model are the learner's "knowledge
and use of effective cognitive strategies" (Ertmer & Newby, 1 996, p. 9). This means
that the learner needs to use specific strategies to enable success in the task. The
expert learner may ask, "Do I understand what I am doing?" (Ertmer & Newby,
1 996, p. 20). Ertmer and Newby assert that "students must be actively involved in
their learning . . . to judge for themselves if they understand" (p. 22).
Sense making has also been identified as an important aspect of teaching
number sense to encourage students' understanding. It has to be realised that
"students who don't understand that 1.20 is a representation of 1 .2 that

1 1/ 3
1

is less

than 1 and that 1 000 is ten 1 OOs must learn and remember a host of rules in order to
deal practically with everyday numerical situations" (McIntosh et al., 1 997, p. 4). It
is therefore clear that instruction needs to "help children understand and make sense
of mathematics" (Sparrow & McIntosh, 2004, p. 1 87) rather than following rules.
One example of where instruction has been poor is in solving percentage problems.
Dole found that students who "operated successfully in the domain of percent did so
not because of their percent knowledge but because of their high level of number
sense" (2004, p. 138). Dole asserts that in order that students come to be able to fully
understand percent, then they need to be able to engage in four steps "interpreting . . .
representing . . . symbolising and . . . solving problems" (2004, p. 141 ). Trafton and
Thiessen also believe that when sense making is the goal "learning often occurs
through engagement in mathematically significant problems and tasks" (2004,
p. 114).
It is important here to point out the essential nature of the teacher in
developing this understanding. Askew et al., (1997) conducted a research study to
observe effective teachers of numeracy. This term used in England is closely aligned
to the more universal term of number sense. This study was representative of a range
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of schools and used triangulation methods such as pre- and post-testing and
interviews to increase its validity. They describe the effective teacher as one who
teaches for understanding rather than expecting children to discover everything for
themselves.
2.5.3 Understanding Students' Thought Processes

The students being taught to be conscious of the learning process is vital to
the Expert Learning Model (Ertmer & Newby, 1996). "Without reflection, learners
may not learn to discriminate in applying procedures, may fail to recognise
conditions when strategies may be appropriate for use and may fail to transfer
knowledge and strategies to different tasks" (Ertmer & Newby, 1996, p. 1 7). The
learner's thought process is equally important in developing number sense. Despite
the fact that the teacher plays a central role in effective number lessons, Askew et al.
(1 997) in a research study identified that effective numeracy teachers have an equal
balance between teaching and learning, and it is realised that in order for teachers to
teach number sense well they need to know their pupils. Askew et al. saw that
effective teachers of numeracy use "continuous and varied means of assessment to
build up detailed profiles of both class and individual student level" ( 1997, p. 11);
quoting effective teachers making such comments as "every piece of work I do, I just
keep a sheet like that . . . and I write my own notes on there if a child has a specific
problem" and "I use continuous assessment from talking to the children and from
listening to what is going on and looking at the work that they are doing" (1997,
p. 1 1 ). Sparrow and McIntosh agreed that "the observation, analysis and
interpretation of critical incidents also appears to have a key role in comprehending
what is happening and for planning a way forward for the learners" (2004, p. 185).
These observations are often done instinctively by the teacher, throughout the lesson,
either listening to the children, questioning them or observing their written work.
Gravemeijer et al. (2004) argue for an instructional approach in which the "students
build up on what they know" (p. 128) instead of trying to come to grips with
strategies and procedures that are presented to them in a ready-made form when
trying to improve number sense.
In an intervention program aimed at improving number sense of seven-year
olds who were considered to be low attainers, English researchers found that during
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the course of observing children and teachers interacting, teachers did not probe
carefully enough into the children's thinking. They felt that "recognising that
students' interpretations of tasks and questions may not fit with what was intended
suggests that teachers need to spend time finding out not only what has been learnt,
but also how the student interprets the task" (Askew, Bibby, & Brown, 2004,
p. 37). This important finding led the researchers to recommend that "this is an
important area for further research" (p. 39).
2.5.4 Reflective Discourse
Reflective discourse is an opportunity for teachers to "facilitate genume
reflection . . . guide students efforts until they become comfortable with the process
and its benefits" (Gardner cited in Ertmer & Newby, 1996, p. 19). This "growth of
reflection" (p. 19) is vital in the development of expert learning. This emphasis on
reflecting through discourse is central in developing number sense. The interaction
between the individual learner and teacher and peer group seems crucial. Teachers
start with "pupils descriptions of their own methods and reasoning as starting points
for engaging with numeracy concepts" (Askew et al., 1997, p. 5) and then direct the
learners forward in their thinking using reflective discourse.
Whitenack et al. (2004) provided anecdotal evidence highlighting the
importance of the teacher's role in interacting with the students and developing their
number sense; promoting teaching that "capitalised on children's thinking and often
used their contributions to generate investigations in which the students explored
open-ended problems" (2004, p. 4 1 ). This following example of good practice in the
classroom illuminated how directing discussion can support students' number sense
development. Whitenack et al. (2004) provided the reader with a vignette describing
where the researchers worked with a teacher who was simulating a candy cane
factory. The children had to bundle the candy cane and through careful investigation,
which included reflective discourse, the teacher was able to extend children's
thinking about place value. The value of reflective discourse has been recognised by
others. Trafton and Thiessen (2004) also believe that "class discussions or seminars
in which children share their thinking" help to facilitate sense making in the child
and helps to "develop understanding and strategies" (p. 115).
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2.5.5 Resource Management

Ertmer and Newby's Expert Learning Model (1 996) categorises a learner's
awareness of "environmental strategies as part of the knowledge component of
metacognition" (Ertmer & Newby, 1 996, p. 10). They identify that successful
completion of a task "must include the appropriate ... environmental strategies which
would be instrumental in completing the learning task" (p. 12). In the literature there
is little attaching number sense development specifically to when the study
environment is suitable for the learner, but the role of resources within a classroom
environment is mentioned.
Concrete material has an important role to play in supporting the student
learning number sense. In the literature there is a clear emphasis on the teacher
directing the classroom activity and this includes the resources. Whitenack et al.
(2004) explain how to teach about number using a resource of candy cane and they
provide pictures and multi-link blocks to simulate the candy. Counters are a way of
developing early number concepts, forming arrays and different groupings
(Mulligan, 2004). Number lines have great value in providing student with pictorial
imagery of concepts such as ratio (Gravemeijer et al., 2004). Calculators also provide
a valuable resource when developing number sense.
Sparrow and Swan (2004) recommend that for children to develop number
sense and mathematical thinking using calculators they need to:
•

learn how to use a calculator effectively and efficiently;

•

help children make appropriate decisions between calculation
methods at the point of use;

•

help children build, connect and test mathematical ideas; and

•

support rather than replace mathematical thinking (p. 60).
They believe that calculator use should be planned when appropriate and not

only when children choose to do so. This is another example which shows the
important part teachers play in developing number sense. If teachers make
calculators as a "learning vehicle for children" it may support children so that
"children will have the power to make informed and techno-appropriate choices
about calculations" (2004, p. 61 ).
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Teachers need to consider when resources are provided for activities rather
than the children having access to all materials all of the time. If anything, number
sense educators are moving more to the human resources of the classroom (Askew et
al., 1997) rather than extensively relying on such manipulative as MABs , which can
be awkward at times (McIntosh, 2004). Sometimes the resources can become the
point of the lesson rather than the number concept. The reflective prompt may allow
the teacher to identify if the resources that are available to the students are supporting
their learning or not. If the students are finding resources actually making the
learning more difficult, as can happen (McIntosh, 2004; Askew et al., 2004), this
may be expressed in the reflective prompt. At the same time if the student needs
some more resources such as concrete materials then this can also be expressed.
Ertmer and Newby's model (1 996) is a generalized model of how expert
learners gain success in any learning situation, so it is not surprising that many of the
approaches it suggested are reiterated in the opinion of mathematics educators as to
how children will develop number sense. It is the focus of this research study to
explore how the reflective prompt, which was inspired by the Model of Expert
Learners, may support teachers in providing the right activity at the right time to the
right student. The aim of this would be to have each individual student in the class
behaving as an expert learner. This is in many ways very idealistic but I believe
worth pursuing. A classroom environment may be created where every individual
child's thoughts and ideas are acknowledged within a cohesive group setting.

2.6 Conclusion
In sum it is clear from the literature that there are benefits in raising
metacognitive awareness in the classroom. These research findings have led me to
believe that it may also be possible to further enhance the benefits of metacognitive
training by including all aspects of the expert learner. This is because these expert
learners are very aware of their metacognitive actions in a very broad sense, which
incorporate not only cognitive factors but also motivational and resource
management ones. They particularly reflect on these throughout the learning process.
This description of the expert learner (Ertmer & Newby, 1 996) is not domain specific
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but relevant to learning in any domain. To raise awareness of this process however,
it is clear from the literature reviewed that students do need to understand how it can
be used within a specific learning area.
Researchers, concerned with developing children's number sense have called
for teachers to alter the way that they organise the classroom, and their opinions
concerning what students need to be engaging in do include areas identified in the
Expert Le arning Model. It is therefore pertinent to investigate if this understanding of
the expert learner can be incorporated into normal primary mathematics number
learning by the use of the reflective prompt and reflective discussion, and whether it
may be a useful tool in developing number sense.
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CHAPTER 3: METH0DOLOGY

This chapter describes the design characteristics of the research study. I begin
by describing the design of the study including my choice of paradigm, which I then
justify. Next the sample chosen is described and justified. My data collection
procedure is then outlined, and particularly important in these sections is the
description of the data collection instruments used. This includes myself as a
participant observer where I describe my background at this point and my potential
biases. Within the description of the data collection I also describe the data analysis
methods from taking a predominantly ethnographic approach. Lastly I describe the
limitations.in the methodology.

3.1 Research Design
As outlined earlier, the study explored Year 6 children using an expert
learning process designed to promote expert learning when tackling number topics in
the primary school. For my research I wanted to adopt a different methodology to
Herrington's research (1992). Using Herrington's approach as a springboard, I
planned a predominantly qualitative inductive study to create rich data from the
classroom, observing the effects of the reflective prompt rather than Herrington's
more quantitative approach. I included some quantitative data collection in order to
support the qualitative data but this was not the main approach.
As this was an exploratory study, it was decided that a case study approach
would be suitable. A case study "typically involves an observation of an individual
unit" (Burns, 1994, p. 312). It is essential that it is "a bounded system" (Burns, 1994,
p. 313) which, in this case, was one class in one school. It was important to spend as
much time in the field as possible so two terms were decided upon as this was the
maximum time that I had available and felt that effects would have emerged by this
stage. It was an important aim of the research, to study closely the effects of the
exploration, in one particular school. By taking this approach, intensive data was
collected. I aimed to explore the effects on one setting which may inform interested
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parties such as teachers about one setting or may be used to evaluate whether this
study concerning one situation may be utilized as a focus for future research with a
higher level of external validity. In order to gather the data, the case study has been
described as an observational case study (Bums, 1994). It is suggested that
participant observation is the usual technique and this was the approach that was
followed.
This research study used a design, which did not fit completely into being
described as either a qualitative or a quantitative design; instead it was a mixed
methods design (Wiesma & Jurs, 2005). It included both qualitative and quantitative
data collection methods, although it was predominantly qualitative.
This qualitative data was considered within an interpretive paradigm (Cohen
& Manion, 1985). Using the ideas and thoughts of Ertmer and Newby (1996), the
study was predominantly theory building (Bums, 1994). Cohen and Manion (1985)
consider that interpretive research will do just that, and they explained that the
research should begin "with the individual and set out to understand his
interpretations of the world around him" (1985, p. 40). This research study accepted
Strauss' s premise that the real world is complex and it is "necessary to do detailed,
intensive, microscopic examination of the data in order to bring the amazing
complexity of what lies in behind and beyond the data" (1987, p. 10). The research
took place in a Perth metropolitan primary school, working with Year 6 students. It
was imperative that the research approach acknowledged that this study was taking
place in a real, not a clinical environment, and that it tried to understand the
subjective world of human experience. The research endeavoured to understand
behaviour through efforts made "to get inside the person and to understand from
within" (Cohen & Manion, 1985, p. 39). If social reality is "the product of
meaningful social interaction as perceived from the perspectives of those involved
and noted from the perspectives of the observer" (Bums, 1994, p. 238), then this will
affect the data collection techniques and the methods that will best suit this are
predominately qualitative methods.
Within the case study design an ethnographic approach was used in order to
collect the qualitative data. Bums asserts that this "less rigorous approach has gained
credibility in educational research because it has become increasingly evident that
over-concern with quantitative data may miss significantly important links and
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relationships within an educative process" (1994, p. 247). In the initial phase I tried
to make broad descriptions, as I wanted to be open to all the effects. Then as time
went on "progressive focusing" (Burns, 1 994, p. 248) took place, as I began to
identify themes and wanted to verify these. In order to categorise the data I decided
to use techniques outlined in grounded theory. This theory began when Glaser and
Strauss worked to create a system to analyse qualitative data, which allowed theory
to emerge from the field (Angus & Gray, 2000). The validity of this method could be
questioned but Angus and Gray assert that "the theory does not exist in an objective
sense but is constructed subjectively by the researcher" (p. 71). In order to work out
how to analyse the data they felt that it was important to acknowledge that:
Initially Glaser and Strauss were very prescriptive about how the
method was to be applied; this high level of prescription suited some
researchers but was criticised by others. In recent years Glaser and
Strauss have tended to regard grounded theory as a methodological
approach which can be modified; to suit the nature of the topic being
investigated. ( p. 68)
With this in mind I referred to Patton (1990) who held the same view that
there needs to be flexibility when analysing qualitative data. The suggestions
however that were given by Patton (1990) were very useful, particularly to someone
with little experience in this type of analysis.
Patton also believes that "in the course of the gathering of the data, ideas
about the possible analysis will occur" (1990, p. 378). So as I was proceeding, effects
were clearly emerging and I used the final interviews to verify these from the
participant's perspective. Overall Patton's work (1990), due to its clarity and
pragmatic approach to conducting data in a field setting, was extremely useful in
order to guide my analysis of the reflective prompts, interviews, field observations,
children's work and teacher-completed diary.
Although qualitative methods were the predominant data gathering technique,
I had decided to use a mixed paradigm. There are two major reasons for this
decision. Firstly I have incorporated a quantitative measure of number sense
performance to increase internal validity and provide an overview to support the
qualitative findings. The issue of validity is a very important one, as techniques such
as random sampling are not employed. A technique selected to increase the level of
internal validity of this research study is triangulation, where multiple sorts of
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different data collection, such as interviewing, diaries, written evidence and
participant observation supported the findings (Burns, 1994). Brown and Palincsar's
(1 982; 1 987; 1 989) successful research, which has transformed the teaching of
reading in many of today's classrooms, used this method of combining qualitative
and quantitative methodologies. Cohen and Manion (1 985) have offered examples of
quantitative data collection used effectively in a case study setting. A number of
researchers (Hughes, 1 990; Laydor, 1 993; Verma, 2003; Johnson & Christensen,
2004; and Cresswell, 1 994) expressed the view that there is value in using
quantitative methods to support qualitative data. Therefore within the case study
design, the class were tested for number sense ability at the beginning and end of the
study.
Secondly I believe that despite concerns, that "one cannot be testing
predetermined hypothesis and still remain open to whatever emerges from open
ended, phenomenogical observation" (Patton, 1 990, p. 1 94), I was keen to follow
Patton who asserts that it is possible to "research predetermined questions and test
hypothesis about certain aspects of a program while being quite open and naturalistic
in pursuing other aspects of a program" (p. 1 94). In the second research question, the
predetermined question is related to my perspective and my view of an effective
number classroom; that is one in which number sense should develop.
Therefore as the study progressed I was open to all effects of the research
study, but at the same time I wanted to consider number sense performance. For this
reason I included a quantitative number sense test from McIntosh et al. (1 997). This
data collection stood apart from the qualitative data collection. The number sense test
was administered in the initial phase and the results formed pre-test data. Excel
computer software was used to hold and analyse the data. In the final phase of the
study the same test was re-administered. The analysis focused on the change in the
class scores. If this test, which is a "one group: pre-test - post-test design" (Johnson
& Christensen, 2004, p. 276) had been the only source of data collection it would be
"ineffective because of the lack of some type of comparison", but by incorporating
this limited experimental design within the qualitative data collection it "helps to
improve the quality of the research because the different research methods has
different strengths and weakness" (Johnson & Christensen 2004, p. 50). By analysing
the test data it was possible to support the more in-depth findings of the qualitative
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data (Laydor, 1 993; Hughes, 1990). The diagram in Figure 3 was adapted from a
diagram by Patton (1 990) which supported using a range of methods to fulfil the
needs of the research (p. 195). The diagram explains how I predominantly engaged in
a naturalistic inquiry, collected qualitative data and performed content analysis.
Concurrently to strengthen the validity of the qualitative data, I also undertook
quantitative data collection with an experimental design and performed statistical
analysis on the quantitative data. Taking these two paths enabled me to answer the
research questions more effectively than if I had only collected one type of data.

Naturalistic Style Inquiry

/

Collect quantitative data

Collect qualitative data

Perform statistical analysis

Perform content analysis

Present findings
Figure 3. Inquiry process of the study

3.2 Sample
In my study I was interested in studying one class in one school so that within
the scope of the study detailed, rich data could be collected. I was also interested in
selecting a primary school, as this was the age range I was interested in. For these
reasons the research setting that I selected for the case study was a single class at a
Catholic school in the Perth Metropolitan area. The school was approached and
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asked if they would be willing to voluntarily take part in this study and the school
principal was very supportive. The letters that were sent to the Principal and teacher
are included in Appendix F. He felt that interactions between the university and
school could bring benefits to all parties. The school had approximately 900 students
and it incorporated a half-day kindergarten program taking the children right through
to Year 7. The school included children from a variety of socio-economic areas but
the children were from predominately middle socio-economic backgrounds. It
included a strong pastoral emphasis and the children were generally caring, polite
and courteous. The buildings were single storey brick and the rooms were
approximately ten by seven metres. Numbers of children in the classes were
relatively large, having approximately thirty students in each. A Year 6 class was
asked if they would be willing to be studied. It was one of a three-stream year
selected after discussion with all three teachers. Miss Smith's (pseudonym for the
teacher) class was chosen. This class was selected due to the teacher not having any
other conflicting commitments and feeling comfortable with participating with the
researcher in the classroom. Children were sent letters home to ask if they would like
to participate in the study and all 32 of the children agreed to be involved. The
information and consent letter is included in Appendix F.

3.3 Instruments
In the following section I describe the instruments that were used in order to
collect the data. The instruments are both qualitative and quantitative to provide the
most effective data collection possible, in order to answer the research questions.
3.3.1 The Reflective Prompt

The reflective prompt (Appendix C) was at the centre of this study. I
broadened the questions the children were asking themselves from Herrington's
cognitive-metacognitive focus (1 992) in his self-questioning sheet to include
motivational and resource management issues which Ertmer and Newby ( 1996) felt
were essential for expert learning. They had provided an example of self-questions
that adult learners may ask themselves as they proceed through a learning process
and I used these to make adaptations suitable for a younger audience. When adapting
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the questions I tried to make the language more simple; suitable for the age range 612 years old. I felt that it was important to maintain self-questions about cognitive,
motivational and environmental questions due to the reliable research evidence that
cognition/metacognition (Herrington, 1 992; Meichenbaum, 1985; Garafalo & Lester,
1 985; Naglieri & Johnson 2000) motivation, (McKeachie, Pintrich, Lin & Smith,
1 986; Silver, 1987; McLeod, 1 990; Cobb, 1 990; Dart et al., 2000) and resource
management issues (Dunn, Krimsky, Murray, & Quinn 1986; Burke & Burke
Samide, 2004). I did try to pick questions that would be of use in the physical setting
of the classroom so I omitted questions such as "when and where do I study best?" as
this question lends itself more to an independent study environment. The prompt also
included a section for planning, monitoring and evaluating, because Ertmer and
Newby (1996) assert that expert learning undertakes this self-regulatory process. The
questions have remained very general, as they needed to be suitable for any number
lesson. Obviously when the child asked, "Do I understand what I'm doing?" the
student would relate it to whatever number concept was being taught at the time.
It was designed so that only one sheet needed to be used each week, making
it practical, cost effective, with minimum photocopying costs, and not too
cumbersome. At the beginning the students had to write what the goal of the lesson
was. The middle section consisted of a series of yes/no questions which reminded the
children to consider these aspects.
Bruer (1 994) asserts that is important that any strategy instruction should be
linked to the context in which it is going to be used and so the reflective prompt was
fully incorporated into the normal mathematics lessons. The participating children
individually completed the sheets at the beginning, and middle of the lesson. These
answers, along with the notes completed at the bottom of the reflective prompt, were
useful written evidence in order to assess any changes. The children then kept their
weekly sheets in a folder, which could be consulted whenever they wished.
3.3.2 Semi-Structured Interviews

Semi-structured interviews were an important tool which provided
meaningful insights. They allowed the students and teacher in the study to express
their points of view. This form of interviewing is recommended as "this permits a
greater flexibility than the close ended type and permits a more valid response for the
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informant' s perception of reality" (Burns, 1994, p. 279). Bell (1987) recommends the
approach of semi-structured interviewing providing "freedom to allow the
respondent to talk about what is of central significance to him or her . . . but some
loose structure to ensure that all topics which are considered are crucial to the study
are covered" (p. 94).
I conducted an initial interview with the teacher involved in the study. The
teacher was not a focus of the study but it was important that I was aware of the
context that the research was taking place in and the teacher who is a very important
part of this. The answers to the questions were part of the picture that I was able to
build up concerning the setting of the research.
The initial interviews of the participating children were very useful as they
allowed me to get to know the students and get a feel for the context that I was
involved in. Examples of these are available in Appendix H. It was important to ask
the same questions to each child at this stage, as it allowed me to build up a picture
through hearing the different answers to the same questions. It was beneficial to have
designed a semi-structured interview as some of the children were quite shy and I do
not think in an unstructured interview they would have opened up freely at this stage.
As this was an inductive research study I did not have any specific lines of inquiry
that I was going to pursue in the qualitative data collection, as I was observing
whatever effects might arise. Instead the interview questions were "guided by broad
research interests" (Burns, 1994, p. 248). The questions referred to a number of areas
such as, beliefs about learning mathematics, did they enjoy learning mathematics,
and were they involved in group mathematical activities. I also interviewed all the
children in the class so that all perspectives were considered and this first standard
interview protocol is available as Appendix G. Following the interviews I transcribed
the relevant points that students made.
The final interviews also had a more specific purpose and examples of these
are available in Appendix J. They were designed mainly so that I was able to verify
with the students if they felt that the implementation of the reflective prompt had
affected them in the ways that I thought it had. I also wanted to ask the children some
of the questions that I had asked them initially to identify if there had been any
changes in their thinking about how they learnt. By interviewing all the students, I
was able to make sure that I gained the perspectives of the whole class and this was
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extremely useful in creating the general themes related to the effects of the study.
The children were always keen to please and needed to be reassured that they could
say what they truly felt. Some children would only give short answers and seemed
worried that they would say the "wrong" thing. I also specifically avoided using any
formal language so that they would not be intimidated. These interviews involved
specific questions, but as time went on, some children become quite animated so I
also used these initial questions as a springboard to ask further questions or "probes"
(Maykut & Morehouse, 1994). This method clearly added "richness to the data". It is
important to note that the students in the study were aged ten and eleven. Certainly
while the interview was an important data collection tool it was useful to have other
data to support and act as triangulation. Although the students were old enough to
express their point of view clearly and these views definitely had credibility, they
still have to be considered in the context of being children's perspectives.
3.3.3 Participant Observer

As a participant observer I was an important tool involved in collecting data.
Patton (1990) insists that, "any credible research strategy requires that the
investigator adopt a stance of neutrality with regard to the phenomenon under study"
(p. 55). It is also important that I approached the setting with "empathy" which
communicates interest in and caring about people" ( p. 58). This was the stance that I
took even though the research setting was quite a contrast to my educational
background.
I was trained with an emphasis on discovery methods in the United Kingdom
and the culture in my first teaching post supported this approach. Politically, at this
time, there was discontent with this approach, particularly the small amount of time
that pupils had teacher contact. My second teaching post was at an international
school, which initiated a process of staff development of critically evaluating how
teachers should teach most effectively. Working in an international environment had
great benefit as teachers from many different cultures such as English, Canadian,
Australian, New Zealand and American, came together to share their views on good
practice. The consensus in this international school was to maintain a learner centred
approach to teaching and encourage differentiated classrooms; with some
accommodation for the realistic task of dealing with large numbers of children.
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Generally the classes were taught a mathematics lesson at the same time in the
morning. During my masters course work here in Australia and involvement in part
time mathematics education lecturing, I reflected on all my personal experience of
ten years in the primary classroom. I now believe a radical constructive approach to
learning to best describe how I believe children learn most effectively and this was
outlined in greater detail in Chapter 2.
My contrasting approach to teaching compared with the teacher's approach
in the field, meant that it was important that I considered this very different setting,
with its own unique culture and history, with a neutral stance when collecting data
(Patton, 1 994).
This collection of data focused on the participating children in the class and I
recorded the discussions, actions and written work of the students in their number
classes. As well as observing the number activities, I observed the final whole-class
discussion which asked the students to reflect back on the learning process. They
were asked such questions as, what they learnt, and what they still did not understand
(Appendix E). Excerpts from the classroom note-taking are in Appendix L.
At the beginning of the study I wanted to record data that allowed for a "wide
range of possible ideas and lines of inquiry" (Bums, 1994, p. 257). Gradually I
became aware of themes and started to focus on these in my data collection. Lastly
the final weeks concentrated on verification of these themes. In this stage I especially
focused on how students responded to the reflective prompt during the study. I
managed to focus on each child at least once. In a classroom, which was very
orderly, it was straightforward to observe the general behaviours of the children.
These observations were limited in some respects because the children were mostly
completing mathematical tasks individually and silently, so it was difficult to record
dialogue. The observations were also hampered by the physical setting, which had
the children sitting in rows.
I also helped to teach the children as a way of becoming immersed in the
program, to offer some 'pay back' to the teacher and allow for the successful
implementation of it. This involved being available on a one-to-one basis, responding
to written questions in their reflective prompt and taking the number class once each
week. There was obviously a conflict of personal teaching styles and I felt that
ethically I wanted to give the children opportunities to learn with relational
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understanding (Skemp, 1 976) wherever possible, but I had not asked the teacher to
change her teaching style and so it was important not to ask her to do this nor
undermine her position. This was a difficult tight-rope walk to follow. I took the
class once a week on the understanding by the teacher that it would follow normal
procedure. This meant that there was usually little teaching for understanding
planned in the lesson but I would try to inject this where it was not too disruptive nor
deviating too widely from the teacher's normal approach.
3.3.4 The Teacher-Completed Diary

This study was focused on the learners' perspective so the teacher perspective
was not one that the data collection was focused on. To have also focused on or
looked from her perspective was beyond the scope of this study. For the purpose of
internal validity however, I did ask for her perspective through a teacher-completed
diary. She completed a diary to record her thoughts throughout the process. These
reflections included perceptions of the exploratory study, and such aspects as,
interesting observations of the children's progress, teaching issues, and any other
effects of the study. This highly personal data allowed for a different perspective
from that of the researcher to be recorded.
3.3.5 Written Evidence

It was important to observe the children's mathematical understanding so, as
the children completed their mathematics activities, pencil and paper evidence of this
was collected at various stages of the study. This evidence showed the children's
completion of the written mathematics exercises. This was useful evidence so that
any changes could be identified, and it increased internal validity by adding to the
sources of evidence available for analysis.
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3.3.6 Number Sense Test

In order to further support this endeavour I used the number sense test
developed by McIntosh et al. (1997) to collect quantitative data. This instrument,
which has been used in an international study, provided me with evidence which
showed effects of the intervention. I decided therefore, to conduct a "one group pre
test - post-test" design. Johnson and Christensen (2004, p. 276) make the point that
this design is not ideal when attempting to generalise because of the many different
variables which may have effected the outcome. This is not necessarily a limitation
in this study, as the data is meant to support the predominantly qualitative data
collection rather than it standing alone. It is also not possible to generalise from the
data as I did not select "a truly random and statistically representative sample that
will permit confident generalisation for the sample to a larger population" (Patton,
1990, p. 169). Instead my aims in this case study were to achieve internal validity.
The different sections in the test ask insightful questions concerning
children's numbers sense and can be analysed effectively. The protocol for
administering the test was the same that McIntosh et al. (1 997) used and details of
the procedure are given in Appendix A. Number sense demands a good
understanding of our number system and children who do well in this test possess
understanding, not just effective pencil and paper techniques. The same test was
administered at both the beginning and at the end of the study. While obviously it
could be argued that the validity of the test was reduced because the children have
already seen it, two terms had passed making any clear recollection unlikely, and
there was no analysis of the test with the class when it was first administered. The
bonus of the same test being administered is that any changes in results could be
compared directly.
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3.4 Data Collection and Analysis
As explained previously my data collection was both qualitative and
quantitative. Below I have outlined the qualitative data collection procedures first, as
this was the main approach. Then I have outlined the methods for the collection and
analysis of the quantitative data.
3.4.1 Qualitative Data Collection and Analysis

The ethnographic approach to collecting the data meant that the collection
was intertwined with the data analysis (Burns, 1994; Patton, 1 990). It is therefore
appropriate and helpful to discuss these in conjunction with one another.
Primarily this research focused on a case study with descriptive data
gathered from classroom observation, documents such as evidence of work, the
number sense test, and interviews. The data analysis needed to focus on
"understanding and description" (Angus & Gray, 2000, p. 57), so therefore a
predominately qualitative research approach was appropriate.
Integral to answering the first research question was the identification of the
effects of the study on the Year 6 learners. In order to be meaningful this data needed
to be organised in a suitable manner. Burns (1 994) asserts "adequate understanding
of school programs requires thorough descriptions of what happens in the classroom
from the perspective of the participants" (p. 248). He divides ethnographic projects
into three phases and I used this as a basis for my data collection/analysis. Below I
have explained the data collection and analysis which was undertaken in each phase
but it is useful initially to observe the chronology of each phase with reference to the
school terms. The teacher and I decided that due to disruption of the classes at the
end of term, to end the initial phase just before the last week of Term three and end
the middle phase after seven weeks of Term four. The following table explains how I
divided my time up in the field.
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Table 1. Timetable for the Time Spent in Field
Data collection phase

Term

Last 2 Weeks of Term 2 and Weeks 1-9 of Term 3 Initial phase
Weeks 1-7 of Term 4

Middle phase

Week 8 and Week 9 of Term 4

Final phase

In the "initial phase" (Burns, 1994, p. 248) I made general observations.
These were collected from observing the children in their number classes, noting
down the organization of the lessons, the teachers and children's actions, and
accepted cultural beliefs of the classroom. I noted the children's reactions to initially
completing the reflective prompt and how the implementation procedure went. I
interviewed the children all individually in this phase. I used questions from a
structured interview schedule that can be found in Appendix G. As I did not know
what path my line of enquiry was going to take I asked them a variety of questions
and recorded important information that they provided through their responses. It
was an excellent way of getting to know the children and therefore it was also of
great benefit to the study. I wanted to appreciate what it was like for students in this
setting so that I would be able to begin to understand their world and what this
experience was like for them. The classroom observations continued, but after nine
weeks in the class I decided that I needed to withdraw and assess what I had
observed so far. It was fortunate that at this time it was also the end of Term three.
While the children were on holidays it gave me a chance to reflect on what was
happening and plan to start focussing on investigating if the effects of the reflective
prompt were what I began to think they might be.
When Term four began again I continued the classroom observations
focussing more on trying to find out if my speculative general effects were in fact
happening and then spending time collecting supporting evidence. I also took copies
of children's written work that they had completed in the lessons. This phase has
been described by Burns as the "second phase" (Burns, 1994, p. 248).
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Before withdrawing finally from the field, I also collected the children's
reflective prompts and the teacher's diary as a vital source of documentary evidence.
My last piece of qualitative data collection before withdrawing finally was to
interview each child again. These interviews were short but focused and were used to
verify my emerging ideas. In many ways this could be described as "third phase"
(Burns, 1994, p. 248,). I had built up a very close rapport with nearly all the students.
It was very important in the interviews not to break that. They were always keen to
please and I did not want them to feel that they needed to impress me. I wanted to
verify with the children that the impressions that I had about the effects of the study
were true. I prepared a list of questions but deviated from these where I was
interested in finding out more from the children. The children varied greatly in their
answers. Some of the children were quite shy and their answers were very brief
despite me trying to probe deeper. Other children were more revealing and keener to
share their views. In this third phase the whole emphasis of the interviews was to
verify the identified themes.
Once I left the classroom at the end of Term four, I embarked on the final
data analysis. I had taken note that one way of proceeding with this was described by
Burns who suggests, "coding" (Burns, 1 994, p. 288). This idea was developed by
Glaser and Strauss and termed ' Grounded theory' (Burns, 1994; Angus & Gray,
2003; Patton, 1990). While this case study was not following a pure grounded theory
approach, I decided to use some of the techniques. After leaving the field I therefore
embarked on the "content analysis" (Patton, 1990, p. 381) stage. This consisted of
searching through the data and coding it in relation to different themes. The codes
were then ordered according to importance to form an account of the effects (Angus
& Gray, 2003 ). Patton (1990) describes this process:
The strategy of inductive designs is to allow the important analysis
dimensions to emerge from patterns found in the cases under study
without presupposing in advance what the important dimensions will
be. The qualitative methodologist attempts to understand the multiple
interrelationships among dimensions that emerge from the data
without making prior assumptions of specifying hypotheses about the
linear or correlative relationships among narrowly defined
operationalised variables. (p. 44)
As I had focussed on effects on the students in the classroom, I was
interested in representing this effect from the pupil's perspective, not the teacher's or
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my own. To do this I tried to take indigenous concepts (Patton, 1990); that is create
themes using words identified as the students own words in the interviews and
observations to describe the data. While embarking on this process I observed that it
would have been beneficial to probe a few students about their answers somewhat
further. I felt that this further verification of a few students' responses would
strengthen the validity. Guifoyle (personal communication, January 2005)
recommended that it was methodologically sound to re-enter the research field to
seek clarification from interviews if necessary.
Finally, satisfied that my data collection was complete, I coded the data
(Appendix N) and actually pasted the data onto card. This procedure created an audit
trail so as to increase accountability (Maykut & Morehouse, 1994). Maykut and
Morehouse also found this "hands on approach helpful for learning to do data
analysis and for being able to visually pore over a large amount of data
simultaneously" (1994, p. 148). It certainly was of great benefit as it allowed for the
different data collection methods to be considered holistically and this triangulation
of different types of data confirmed my identification of important themes. These
emerging themes reflected the effects from the viewpoint of the participants - that is,
the Year 6 students. Although I had started to identify themes before I left the field, I
made sure that I looked very critically at the data in order to ensure its reliability.
To further illuminate the findings, I took note of Burns, who asserts that
"adequate understanding of school programs requires thorough descriptions of what
happens in the classroom from the perspective of the participants" (1994, p. 248). I
agreed with this and felt it was necessary to explain the chronology of the study and
give a full description of what it was like to be in the program. Maykut and
Morehouse (1994) try to encourage researchers to offer this type of description so
that the resulting qualitative research is as open and trustworthy as possible. In order
to do this I presented a description of the unfolding of the study. I began writing this
at the beginning of the study to take advantage of the events being fresh in my mind
and it also helped to clarify my thoughts as I began recording the effects. I continued
with the chronological account throughout the study, alongside the writing of field
notes. This aimed to support the "ethnographic approach" (Burns, 1994, p. 248) of
this research study which recognises that it is important to "see social life with the
general context of a culture . . . the ethnographer must be aware of the classroom
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setting with a wider context: the surrounding vicinity, the milieu of the values and
beliefs, the larger social environment" (Burns, 1994, p. 250).
3.4.2 Quantitative Data Collection and Analysis
For the second research question, I adopted a quantitative approach. In order
to support internal validity and provide as meaningful a picture as possible, I used the
number sense test to answer the second research question. It did not provide rich
descriptive data but instead supplied quantitative results to support the qualitative
data. The quantitative number sense test, in many ways, stood apart from the
qualitative data collection. The number sense test was administered to the whole
class in the initial phase, as in Appendix A, and the results formed pre-test data.
Excel computer software was used to hold and analyse the data. In the final phase of
the study the test was re-administered using the same protocol. The analysis focused
on the change in the class scores. By analysing the data in this way it was possible to
suggest impacts of the study and it was combined with the more in-depth findings of
the qualitative data (Laydor, 1993; Hughes, 1990).
3.4.3 Analysis of Research questions Combined
I had designed the second research question to support the first question, so it
was necessary to consider the findings from the two research questions in
combination. In order to achieve this I assembled a research network diagram,
(Johnson & Christensen, 2004) as described in Chapter 5, to describe the total
findings of the research study. In this way the research questions could be considered
as a whole.

3.5 Limitations in Methodology
In this case study the central aim was to describe what happens in one setting
and it has been designed this way for the reasons explained earlier. It is an obvious
limitation of the study that it is difficult to generalise when focusing on a small unit,
without such techniques as random sampling (Burns, 1994) and therefore it lacks
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external validity. The study has been designed however, so that it should have
internal validity and the information described should hold value for the reader.
Bums (1994) asserts that:
many case study proponents would argue that any generalisations
should be reader ones. Thus the reader decides the extent to which the
researcher's case is similar to and likely to be instructive to theirs.
(p. 327)
In the future the findings of this small research study could be replicated,
allocating greater resources and time, using a method with higher external validity, in
order to find if generalisation is possible.
Another limitation is the possibility of subjective bias (Bums 1994). It can be
difficult for the researcher to be wholly objective when collecting the data. It was
also a lone research topic. It would obviously have been advantageous to have had
another researcher who could have looked at the data independently as recommended
by Patton (1990). It was anticipated that triangulation techniques were used to
overcome this and combat any subjectivity.
Lastly the Hawthorne effect must be acknowledged. As this is a study where
the students are fully informed of the intentions of the study it is likely that this effect
may occur. In some ways however, the Hawthorne effect is part of the study, as
focusing on the children's learning is important in motivating the children.
Motivation is an important aspect of the expert learner and the study emphasises the
importance of showing the children that their learning is important. A regular teacher
in another setting could replace this motivation provided by the researcher. The
teacher in this study did not change her teaching style and continued teaching with a
similar pace and effort all the way through. This limited the Hawthorne effect from
the teaching perspective and the general classroom environment under which the
study took place under.
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS

The findings encompassed broad descriptions in keeping with the choice of
research study, which was a case study. In contrast to quantitative reports, qualitative
reports "will vary depending on the type of qualitative research conducted and the
result of the data analysis" (Johnson & Christensen, 2004, p. 540), and as I have
chosen this case study to embrace a qualitative style, despite including some
quantitative data collection, this section does not follow a traditional quantitative
results format.

4.1 Description of Context and Participants
I have provided a description of the context and implementation so that the
effects of the reflective prompt on Year 6 students were more transparent. The
intention is that a clear description of what it was like to be a student in this case
study be made available. It was also important for the implementation process to be
described in case this research is replicated in the future.

4.1.1 Context
The school buildings were single storey brick, and the rooms were
approximately ten metres by seven metres. Numbers of children in the classes were
relatively large, having approximately thirty students in each. The classroom layout,
shown in Figure 4, had individual desks which stored the children's work. They were
organised in rows facing the blackboard. At the front there was a white board,
blackboard and an overhead projector. The teacher's desk was to the side. There
were some pictures on the wall as well as notices. Overall the classes seemed very
crowded and cramped. The colour scheme consisted of grey and burgundy, which
was not very enticing. The desks had to be lifted up to get out their books and then
anything that was on their desks would fall off. The class had 33 students in it. They
were generally well behaved and courteous. One child in the class has severe special
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needs. It was decided that she would not take part in the program. She had her own
individual program and it was decided that this study would hold no educational
value to her whatsoever and be inappropriate. The classroom chosen was a standard
room within the school and it had desks arranged in lines. The behavioural system
that was in place was a warning system with various levels of punishment. The levels
ranged from the student's name on the board for one misdemeanour, a cross by the
name after two misdemeanours, and when two crosses had been given students
would have a note written in their homework book.

Blackboard
Teacher's
desk

( John

( David

(Joshua

)
)

)

( Jonathan ) ( Jill

( Sharon

)

( Diane

( Delia

) ( Elle

) ( Ann

( Debbie

) ( Bill

)

( Daisy

( Karen

)

( Frank

)

)
)
)

(Francis

( Russell

( Jason
( Margaret

) ( Joseph

( Jane

)
)
)
)

)

( Simone

) ( Mary

( Phillipa

)

)

Figure 4. Classroom layout with children's names as pseudonyms
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( Catherine )

( Anthony ) ( Leah
( Peter

)

)

( Toni

)
)

The teacher, Miss Smith, was new to teaching Year 6 at this school although
she had previously taught Year 5 at the school. She seemed confident, although a
little defensive and wary at times. When I asked her about her background she said,

My background was in South Africa. I taught in government schools
for four years. Catholic school for nine years. When I came to
Australia I taught in a Government school, then I went to the country.
Then I did relief in Catholic schools and then here.
I then asked her if she enjoyed teaching mathematics, she said:

Most ofthe time.
challenging.

IfI have a good group of children that are good it 's

She described her teaching in terms of having a syllabus and delivering it.

We do have a syllabus that we follow. We can use which textbook we
want to use in the year level. It is based on the government one
[ seemed to have no awareness that this is not being followed now in
government schools]. / decide whether to teach this depending on
whether it is in the syllabus. I check this.
She was aware that weaker children needed to have support and in her
interview she did say that weaker children were given remedial work. In practice, in
my time with the class, I never saw weaker children being given reinforcement
activities and I felt that the teacher's beliefs were in some ways conflicting with the
education system operating in Western Australia. This is a clear example of the
conflict of emphasis between

relational

understanding and

instrumental

understanding as described by Skemp (1976).
4.1.2 Mathematics Curriculum at the School
The Western Australian Education Department released a Curriculum

Framework in 1998 which all government and non-government schools were

expected to follow. It placed no stipulation on how these outcomes should be

achieved. The Progress Maps produced by the Curriculum Council (2005) described
how the subject is to be understood:
In Mathematics students learn to use ideas about number, space and
chance and mathematical ways of representing patterns and
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relationships, to describe, interpret and reason about their social and
physical world. Mathematics plays a key role in the development of
students' numeracy and assists learning across the curriculum. (p. 11)
Parents and students receive information in report forms, which refer to this
framework. As the school had been told by the Catholic Education Office that it
needed to provide parents with the information during the time of the research study,
there had to be some reference to this document in the teacher's planning of
mathematics education even if the teaching was not yet fully in line with teaching to
the document. This pressure to report to parents with reference to the curriculum
document gave me the impression that these aspects had been rushed through
without careful analysis. This obligation, however, does not mean necessarily that
the spirit of the document was embraced nor its all-pervading outcome 'working
mathematically' followed.
The school culture seemed fairly conservative in its attitudes towards
mathematics and there was not great parental knowledge of what the Curriculum
Council of Western Australia perceives mathematics to be. This was complicated by
the local suburbs having an unusual number of migrants, coming from many
different parts of the world such as South Africa, Italy, Ireland and England. These
very different backgrounds naturally meant that many of the parents came to the
school with different ideas of what mathematics is, and after talking to some of the
parents I assessed that there was little parental information about the aims the subject
of mathematics in the Curriculum Framework in Western Australia.
According to Miss Smith, the curriculum was organised using the original
Western Australian government syllabus. This document had clearly laid out
objectives and planned activities, which teachers could organise in their mathematics
classrooms. The document held a few different sections. There was a handbook that
contained many ideas about the process of teaching mathematics, which would
enable children to learn mathematics with understanding. This is an excerpt from the
book (Curriculum Programmes Branch, 1989):
Mathematical learning involves the acquisition of processes as well as
an increase in content knowledge. The processes are employed across
a range of areas and are not tied to any particular aspect of content.
(p. 4)
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It also contained a file, which included the content to be covered. If only the
content of the document was considered the processes would be lost. This may have
happened in this school, as the delivery approach within the class was a transmissive
one. Topic content was delivered at a certain level and a topic test was conducted at
the end of a topic in order to assess ability . I have included one example of the topic
test in Figure 5 .
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This approach was further supported by the use of year group textbooks
which organised activities for a single level of ability. The curriculum was delivered
in such a way that a particular mathematical objective was outlined for each lesson.
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The children were accustomed to completing the activity to achieve this objective.
They were then assessed as to whether they had met the year group outcome (related
to the Mathematics Outcomes from the Curriculum Framework), exceeded it or not
achieved it. The different mathematical abilities in the class, meant that some
children found these concepts quite easy whereas others found them quite
challenging. It was important for me as the researcher to accept this way of working
without judgement when approaching the research setting, appreciating that in the
real world there are many conflicting beliefs about what mathematics is. Miss Smith
believed that transmitting mathematical ideas such as algorithms and rules was the
way to teach mathematics and that this delivery should all be at one level. The
parents and the school were accepting of this approach. Miss Smith did give some
indication that she felt that she should differentiate the work and occasionally
provided extension worksheets for bright children. The school certainly had a
support system for children with special needs to help alleviate their difficulties. This
was organised where they were supported in order to complete the work given to the
majority of the class. A special needs teacher, Mrs Baxter (a pseudonym), who came
in for in-class support for two of the number lessons each week, provided extra help
for them. It seemed a difficult task however and Mrs Baxter did admit that she
actually preferred to withdraw the children rather that try to work in the way
organised by the school.
Various mathematics topics were selected for each term. The topics for Term
three were:
• Number Patterns and Number Sentences
• Equality and Inequality
• Relations between Decimals and Fractions
• Percentages in Everyday Situations
The topics for Term four were:
• Long Multiplication
• Multiplication of decimals by whole numbers
• Division with remainders
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4.1.3 Participants' Beliefs about Learning Mathematics

I also interviewed the children to find out about their beliefs about learning
of mathematics. I asked the children how they knew they had learned something in

Mathematics. David said: /feel good ifI get a good score in a test or something.

Some of the children did refer to learning as something that involves
understanding. Debbie did make the comment that she knew that she had learnt

something because I understand it. Many of the children's comments, though,

revealed a conception that learning was about getting the answers right. Catherine

felt that the teacher knew that they had learnt something, when she tests us.

The mixture of responses reflects the mixed messages that children were
receiving, concerning the aims of education. I felt that the pupils adopted a
superficial approach to learning rather than to explore and truly understand the
concepts before them. There were definite references to understanding within the
classroom textbooks, which made references to such suggestions of activities as
'investigate', as these books are being written to help teachers implement the
Curriculum Framework with its emphasis on 'Working Mathematically'. In this
setting children were told to skip sections that may have aided investigation and
understanding. From my perspective it has to be realised that idealistic aims of
constructivist education are not always the ones that society really wants and the
teacher and school are under pressure to fulfil the more traditional notions of success
- that is, for children to be able to get right answers, follow rules and so on.

4.2 Description of the Implementation of the Program
The study was to be exploratory. It had quite definite aims but the individual
nature of the class was considered and the procedures were influenced by the
distinctive nature of the research situation.
Within the case study approach, I decided to use a variety of research
methods over a period of two school terms. The data collection was divided up in
order to capture the longitudinal, be it fairly short, nature of the study. It consisted of
the initial phase, the middle phase, and the final phase. I entered the school in the last
two weeks of Term 2. In these weeks I administered the number sense test which is
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in Appendix A and interviewed the children using the interview schedule which is in
Appendix G. I also explained the program to the children. To do this I read them the
story of Emile and Monica from Ertmer and Newby (1996):
It is easy to see that the difference between Emile and Monica is not
due so much to the amount of content knowledge each possesses ... as
to the approach each takes for learning new information. (p. 3)
I explained to the students how experts generally do certain specific things
and that hopefully soon they, the students in the class, would be thinking like experts
in their number classes.
At the very beginning of Term 3 we started the implementation of the
reflective prompt. This Term and most of Term 4 covered the middle phase. The
children continued to fill in the reflective prompt as I fulfilled the requirements of the
final phase. The program finished the week before the end of Term 4 as teaching had
been terminated by that stage.
It was constructive to describe this implementation in order to understand
how the study progressed and appreciate that some of the effects occurred at different
times of the study. Although the teacher was not the focus of the study it was
important that her role be described. It also added trustworthiness to the study,
allowing the implementation to be clear so that others can ''judge the quality of the
resulting product" (Burns, 1994, p. 463). Researchers wanting to replicate the study
could understand the process that I undertook (Burns, 1994). This record was written
while I was in the field as part of my observations and was an important record of the
study to supplement the field notes. From my notes I wrote how this expert learning
process was implemented in the Year 6 classroom:
In the initial observation, I introduced myself to the class and spent a
short time getting to know the children. Interviewing them was an
ideal way of meeting each child individually in order to gain entry
into the school environment and Ifelt that it was important that I was
perceived as a trusted helpful person who supported their classroom
practices. I set about making some general observations. The number
sense test was administered to the participating students in the class
in the appropriate manner in order to have some gauge of
mathematical ability. I interviewed the teacher to find out what her
approaches to teaching mathematics were and the introduction of the
teacher-completed diary was initiated. The participating students
were also interviewed individually to find out how they perceived
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their mathematics learning. This interviewing activity also allowed me
to get to know the p a rticip ants a little better and allowed to gain the
trust, which was extremely important.
The next phase was the implementation phase. My a ims were to use a
constructivist approach so I needed to facilitate the teacher 's learning
about the p roposed study, so that she would be able to act as the
facilitator and guide to the children 's le arning. An initial p rofessional
development session allowed me to discuss with the teacher about the
p roject. It was useful that she was a ble to sit in on the sessions with
the children so that this reinforced her understanding. In the sessions
with the children, I re ad to them the description of the expert learner
and explained tha t expert learners don 't just wave magic wands they
do certain things. I explained that many of these processes were
included in their expert le arning sheet and that if they completed this
sheet and tried to do the things on it they would be working like expert
learners. I also made a vailable the original article by Ertmer and
Newby to the teacher so tha t she could reflect on it. The next session
outlined in detail the p roposed introduction of the reflective prompt,
which would include writing and reflective discourse. The teacher
was able to explain how her classes were organised and she described
she normally had number classes of about one hour and these were
three times per week I saw that this would e asily allow for the
implementation of the exp ert learning p rocess with very little
adaptation. The te acher was able to highlight some concerns that she
had and sort out practicalities such as the mathematical activities
planned for the term, and the needs of the children. The teacher and
researcher agreed how the class would be structured, using a
framework of some planning time, then activity and reflecting on this
action, andfinally a reflective session as a starting point.

I did not ask her to change her teaching style in any way. I had felt that a
normal, real classroom without any changes in relation to the teaching environment
was a necessary starting point in researching the expert learning process. In my case
record I then wrote:
Once the te acher felt satisfied with the plans, the expert learning
process was introduced into the classroom. For the data collection to
be worthwhile and ethical it was decided that at le ast 50 percent of
the children in the selected class would need to agree to be
p articip ants. If less than 50 percent of p arents approved of their
children 's p articipation then the study had the potential to be
disruptive to the non-particip ants. It was extremely p romising tha t of
the 32 children in the class who were invited to be include in the
p rogram all ofthem agreed to take p art in the study.
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Initially I worked with the children in the classroom in order to
establish the program. All the important aspects of the program that
were needed to be put into operation were implemented. At the end of
each mathematics class, I asked the children to reflect back on some
aspect of their learning. I asked them from a list of questions . .. The
pupils were not used to having a plenary session ofany kind
Further in my notes I wrote:
On Thursdays Mrs Baxter came into support the children who had
been identified as having special needs. This was very interesting as
this was a small window where some of the pupils ' individual needs
were listened to and she was able to make adaptations to suit their
learning. In one episode she identified that the children in her group
still did not understand long multiplication and she explained that she
would try to find time to further support the children.
In this phase I continued to play a central role in the procedural matters of the

expert learning process. In my case record I noted:

I continued to step in with the guidelines concerning the following of
the reflective prompt. The children got into an effective routine of
every day listening about the day 's lesson, then before commencing,
filling in their reflective prompt. Half way through, myself or one of
the children, would ring some small cymbals to inform children that
they needed to fill in the middle section of their reflective prompt and
then at the end I would stand up and ask them some reflective
questions. I adapted my initial final reflective questions and instead
tried to tie it in with what they had been actually doing and this
seemed more successful. On one day for instance the children had
been solving problems relating to percentages. They were given 0. 3
and asked to express this as a percentage. We discussed this and I
asked them what cognitive strategies they used to do this. Bill said "I
count how many digits there are and from that make it into a
percentage ". I modelled my own thought process and explained that
when I see that I say to myself. 3110 is 301100 = 30%.
Discussion in the class remained limited; instead the children had the
practice of talking to the person next to them if they needed
clarification on something.

The emphasis was on learning rules such as:
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"What you do to the numerator you do to the denominator. "
At the beginning oflessons Miss Smith often spent a large amount of
time at the boa rd going through how to solve algorithms while the
children were expected to watch, listen and a bsorb the p rocedure.
There was little opportunity for discussion. Due to the stigma, which
some children felt if they voiced any inadequacies. They used various
strategies to avoid sharing their op inions.
In order to try and encourage the te acher to become involved in the
process, I did ask her for some feedback on the p rompts. She did this,
re ading the folders over the weekend She gave me some p ositive
written feedback on her thoughts on the p rompt but she did not
change her te aching style.
At the beginning of Term 4 a few children started to become
unmotivated when filling in the reflective prompt. Four boys in
p articular who were very successful in this number classroom and did
not want to change anything a bout it would often try not to fill it in,
although whenever I noticed this and mentioned it to them they would
then complete it. They seemed to give the impression to me that they
thought that it wasn 't cool and had made the decision in their small
group not to show enthusiasm for it. This attitude continued and was
made worse by them becoming tired at the end ofthe final term.
On the last day Ifelt that it was important to withdraw very formally
from the field. Ifelt that I was s atisfied with the amount ofdata that I
had collected and that I had enough to be able for me to answer the
research questions. I gave each child a certificate to commemorate
them being involved in the project and the te acher a gift. Ifelt that it
was imp ortant to acknowledge the good will of the te acher and hard
work of the children. For the te acher to be observed for two school
terms and to be put under scrutiny can be stressful, so I wanted to
le ave the field having made it known to the te ache r that I appreciated
her allowing me into her classroom for this time. Hopefully this also
supported the project ethically as it would have contributed to the
experience being a p ositive one for the students and te acher. The
children overall seemed to have re ally enjoyed the experience. Le ah
even saying hopefully, " Will you be with us next ye ar? "

4.3 Research Question 1
What were the effects on Year 6 students of using an expert learning process
designed to promote number sense?
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After analysing the data I have categorised the effects on the Year 6 students
involved in the study while completing the expert learning process. It is pertinent to
mention here the themes that I have presented are my own "perspective on the
program based on ... analysis and interpretation of the data" (Patton, 1990, p.483).
Below I have identified and discussed some of the general themes that have emerged.
Throughout I have tried to provide excerpts from the data both to illustrate points
made by myself, and to describe the effects themselves (Patton, 1990; Burns, 1994). I
have also tried to convey how apparent the themes were. In order to do this I have
described these themes in terms of being strong or weak, as recommended by Patton
(1990). It does not mean that when I described a theme as weak that it questions the
validity of the effect; instead it is intended to signal that it was not a major effect. In
all cases I have also tried to offer examples of exceptions to these general effects so
that it is possible to have the most realistic view possible as to the effects of the
study.
4.3.1 Students Reflected throughout Number Lessons
A very strong theme is that the students were able to use the reflective prompt
in a ' normal' number lesson, reflecting on their learning. The selected class was not
special in any way and actually is an example of a class working in a very traditional
way. Despite the aims of the prompt being to develop learning from a constructivist
perspective it was able to operate in a transmissive classroom culture. The teacher
identified and wrote in her feedback that:

•

•

•
•
•

[Children had] positive (yes) responses often.

[Reflective prompt] helps students to think about what they are doing or
about to do.

Most students realise that they need to persevere.

[Children] think about having own equipment and realising that they need
to have own equipment.
[Children] think about what they are good at e.g. tables, reading, etc.

The children were presented with folders and the children were all able to put
their sheets in independently and complete them. Initially it took a little while for the
routine to be established until the sheets did not disrupt the lesson; but very quickly
the children needed no instruction whatsoever, and when Miss Smith had introduced
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the lesson they were able to get out their folders and fill it in. Midway through when
the cymbals would sound, the children would get their sheets out and fill them in
again. I note in my classroom observations, that:
Children filling in the reflective p rompt re ally well today with
minimum disruption.

In this way the students were being prompted to reflect on their learning at
the beginning or planning stage of the lesson, and midway through the lesson that
allowed for monitoring of their learning process. It was simple to use and the
language was clear; ten and eleven year-olds could easily use the instructions. There
was very little laborious writing for the students and they only had to write when
they felt that they wanted to. Toni continued to explain:
We had sheets to fill in which were called reflective prompts. We had
to fill in they had questions like Do you have everything you need? Is
this way of working working? And we just had to fill this in. It had
everything explained in it. We had to write down the first p art we
wrote down what our goal was. Then afte r 15, 20 minutes we then had
to write what you have learnt new andyou would have to write down.

Diane identified the steps to be taken:
Firstly we took out our folder. You write the date and what your
name was. I got write down what I had been le arning. The steps was
easy.

Through completing the prompt they were able to show any one interested
how they were performing with reference to an expert learning focus and they were
prompted to think expert learning questions at the beginning and middle of every
number lesson. As it was so simple to fill in, the procedure was able to continue for
the entire duration of the study.
Margaret also discussed in her interview how she found the completion of the
reflective prompt.
It was e asy to fill in. You had to re ad the questions and think about
what you were doing. Writing what you thought about it. The folders
were good, it wasn 't hard to open or anything. We filled it in twice,
just before we started and half way through it would tell us what we
were doing. It would have different questions to make sure that you
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have everything you needed to do your maths. It was pretty
straightforwa rd and easy to fill in.

In the implementation phase of the study, I observed and noted the use of the
reflective prompt by Elle:
The lesson was on rule oforder. Elle was working through on number
sentences such as 3 take away (2 divided I) plus 6 equals . . . She was
working quickly and confidently. As she understands it she is a
confident learner who is confidently filling the sheet in, happy to tick
yes.

In order to further illustrate the ease with which the reflective prompt was
used in number lessons for the two terms, I have included examples of the students'
completion of the reflective prompt in Appendix M. As the reflective prompt was so
central to the study I felt that it was crucial to observe an example of its completion,
at this point noting how the different sections have been completed. This example is
taken from Ann. She found the work set for her in the class very easy. She achieved a
score of 28 from a possible 35 in the number sense test. Regularly she would record
that she did not have to concentrate and that she understood the work easily.
Analysing her reflective prompt it is possible to identify that it was filled in correctly
and reflected accurately her learning experiences in the class. The excerpt in Figure 6
shows that she has identified goals, realised that her 'tables' knowledge will help her
and clearly understands how to do 'long multiplication'. To further help understand
how she has filled it in correctly; I have included evidence of the paper and pencil
work that accompanied the reflective prompt entry.
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Figure 6. Ann's work sample and reflective prompt
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It also has to be noted though, that in this study the learning that was taking

place here was often learning how to follow rules. When the students read the
reflective prompt and asked themselves "Do I understand it?" They often answered
"yes", meaning they understood how to follow the algorithm to reach the correct
answer. This type of understanding is described very succinctly by Skemp (1 976)
who describes this type of understanding as 'instrumental understanding' rather than
achieving 'relational understanding' (p. 20). It is also important to note that the
learning tasks set were not ones that would particularly develop number sense. The
reflective prompt cannot begin to start developing number sense unless this concept
has some validity in the teaching community, which is designing the learning
environment and tasks within that environment.
4.3.1.1 Exceptions to students reflecting

Exceptions to these general findings did occur. Occasionally students would
lose reflective prompt sheets. The teacher, not acting as an additional monitor of the
procedure, exacerbated this. It was difficult for me to check that every student had
been give a sheet and sometimes unmotivated students would not say when they had
not been give a sheet. I would try to remind the students to complete their sheet, but
generally I relied on the good will of the students, as I was not the teacher. Peter
would sometimes not finish his sheet. In my notes I record:
Peter not even filling his sheet in. So he 's not going to change
anything ... Peter messing around at the back has filled in his sheet as
confident "know what he is doing " ... he didn 't understand the
concept at all - need for te acher modelling that it 's okay to ask
questions.
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4.3.2 Students were more Motivated

Another strong theme in the first half of the study is that the reflective prompt
was motivating for the students. They were more motivated to engage in the number
lessons, but the learning tasks set for the students throughout the study were
developing their ability to learn mathematical rules and algorithms so when the
students were more motivated, they were more motivated to complete the tasks set,
not necessarily engaged in learning tasks that would have developed number sense.
A more detailed look at how the reflective prompt motivated the students is
explained below.
4.3.2.1 Students' enjoyment increased

The students enjoyed being able to express their own ideas on paper. Before
the project began, there was little opportunity for the students to do this. Through my
observations in the class I saw that the students were in a large class of 32 students
and they were in seated in rows where the oral opportunities for the class were very
limited. Overall the students did very little talking with the teacher. I noted:
Children listen to instructions; the teacher is telling them that there is
a relationship between decimals andfractions. She tells them that they
need to learn basic relationships i. e. 0.25 = 114. Children were given
two minutes to learn some of these that were on the board Spending
the time to explain procedure for solving mathematical rules.

I observed many occurrences when students looked mortified at being asked
in front of everyone to explain something and their body language suggested they
were embarrassed when they got the question wrong. During one observation I
noted:
Today continued lesson on multiplying. Marked homework Francis
did not want to talk out loud so he said that he hadn 't completed it to
get out of it.

They occasionally confirmed orally that they had heard what the teacher said and
that was about it.
· When I was discussing the implementation of the program, I asked them to
always circle 'yes' or 'no' for each of the questions asked, but that completing the
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notes section was entirely up to them. It is important to note that as the students were
not directed that they had to express their feelings, it leads me to believe that when
they did choose to write something down it was because they felt that it was a
positive thing to do. It was satisfying that they were able to express different
emotions such as, I have done this since Year 2. This was written down by Margaret
in order to express some frustration at the learning material presented.
Certainly for some of the students it was a revelation that someone was really
interested in how they found the number lesson. Simone explained in her interview:
The teachers are really strict and you have to do what the teachers
say. It [the reflective prompt] has made me more relaxed and I
realised that the teacher wants to know that you understand.

Simone also explained in her interview: I liked it [the reflective prompt]; we
were able to express our feeling and stuff
My impression from observing the students was that this satisfaction came
from being made to feel that their learning process was important and this
empowered the student in the learning process. Sarah also stated: Its goodfilling it in
cos you get to put down your ideas.

Students, who were feeling negative for whatever reason, found particular
benefit from expressing this fact through the reflective prompt. Delia wrote
reflections on many occasions, in order to express the different difficulties that she
was having. The excerpt in Figure 7 is a positive expression and it is evidence of the
chance to reflect on her success.
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Figure 7 . Expression o f ideas o n reflective prompt by Delia
The idea of the reflective prompt appealed to most of the students. The
students were very excited to get their folders that held the reflective prompt sheets
and they loved the colours on them. All 32 of the students also returned their consent
forms to say they would be part of the proj ect. Although it was the parents who had
to sign the form, it would be logical to presume that if the students had gone home
and had been negative about the project, then some parents would have decided not
to sign it.
In the playground the students would come up to me at recess to talk about
the project. In my notes I wrote:
In the playground children are courteous. Sarah went up to me and
started talking about taking a worksheet home. Enjoyed learning at
home.
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The interviews were useful to reveal the student thoughts on the reflective
prompt.
I thought it would give me a chance to show me how to do maths an
easier way yes it made me want to do it more (Diane).
I was a bit excited [it would] help us with our maths (Toni).
It [the reflective prompt] made me work harder. I get this feeling
inside that I want to do everything right (Simone).
I felt sort of good about it. I don 't really enjoy maths but I really like
these reflection things. When Miss Smith told us that we would be
having this reflective thing I actually got quite into it (Francis).
4.3.2.2 Students' confidence increased

Some students found that the reflective prompt motivated them because it
made them more confident. Through expressing their ideas and receiving feedback
from myself it seemed to give the students the encouragement to tackle the number
lessons more positively. Phillipa explained:
It got your nerves out like putting your hand up I was more confident.
Cos you took the sheets in, it made me more confident.

Diane is also someone who seemed to gain in confidence as the study
progressed. She gained confidence and her performance improved from being able to
express her ideas in this private way. In one entry, included in Appendix M, she
wrote:
Ifound this term very good because improved the way I do maths. I
have done more pages than ever and it really helped me using the
reflection sheets it showed me what I needed to do and gave me a
chance offinding new way to do math problems!

This reflective prompt entry shows the uninhibited way that the student
wrote. Shown in Figure 8 is an actual reflective prompt of Diane's. I have included
this because it is informative to read the whole reflective prompt document and
identify the uninhibited way that the student wrote.
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Through classroom observation I would also identify Russell as another
student who really grew in confidence as the study progressed. He explained in his
interview,
It [the reflective prompt] helped me to understand maths. It made me
believe that I could do this.
The teacher's completed dairy of these experiences was very valuable data as
this was another adult perspective on the study. This entry was written very near the
end of the study. After finally reading their comments at my request, Miss Smith
stated:
It was interesting reading the children 's responses on their reflection
sheets. Children have not made verbal comments to me. I wonde r if
this study has made them feel more confident.
The students gained confidence in not just been judged from their results but
from having their individual learning process valued.
4.3.2.3 Exceptions to increased motivation
In the class there was a small group of about five boys who became
disinclined to complete the reflective prompt as the study progressed. They were
generally courteous boys and I do not think that their lack of interest was just to be
difficult. After observing them closely, I came to the conclusions that because they
did not need much help, they felt that they did not need the reflective prompt for that
purpose. They got high scores in their work so they also did not want the work to
change. Jason explained his feelings about the reflective prompt in the interview:
Because it re ally just asks me questions and I was doing my maths
anyway. Ye ah well I understood it [the mathematics] so it [the
reflective prompt] didn 't re ally matter... it didn 't re ally help me that
much, I didn 't think it was that good
Overall they did not show the interest level of the other students. Jason, who
was one of these four boys, honestly writes in reflective prompt
This term the reflective p rompt has not help ed me in my maths at all.
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4.3.3 Students Directed towards Different Learning Strategies

This was not a very strong theme but it did gradually emerge to be an effect
of the reflective prompt. This area is a vital theoretical benefit of the reflective
prompt. Its aim is clearly to empower the learners so that they may act like an expert;
that is to use the most effective learning strategies. My classroom observations did
not reveal any radical empowerment of the learner. The students were not in any
position, after identifying certain personal needs that were not been met, to change
the classroom culture. The teacher's strong personality may have had something to
do with this. The interviews reveal however, that the students definitely perceived
that one effect of the reflective prompt was that it directed them to use specific
learning strategies.
Some of the learning strategies that the students were directed to use were
quite diverse, and below I have highlighted some of the learning strategies that the
reflective prompt reminded or prompted the students to use. It is important to note
that there was not one major learning strategy that was implemented more than the
others, but there was evidence that the classroom observations and statements in the
interviews highlight that the reflective prompt did direct them towards using certain
learning strategies. The term 'learning strategies' is used in a very broad sense and it
takes into account strategies used to address cognitive, motivational and resource
issues. It also needs to be reiterated that the learning that was normally taking place
was often learning how to follow rules to complete tasks with closed questions. I
have included an example of this type of mathematics exercise in Figure 9.
The style of task set meant that the students did not have many independent
learning decisions to make and even when they used more effective learning
strategies to complete the required tasks, often this did not mean that number sense
was developed. The effective learning strategies were implemented either as a result
of myself prompting them after reading a response, or the students changing their
learning strategy independently, and I have provided evidence below of these two
routes that the students took.
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4.3.3. 1 Researcher directing students to use a different learning strategy
The students wrote down in their reflective folders when they were having
problems with something and, as I read them every week, I was able to build up an
idea of how they perceived they were operating. Sometimes I was able to offer some
advice in order to support them. Margaret felt that, I think it helps to write it down
and get help.
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As I was not the class teacher and was not in charge of structuring their daily
program, I was not able to take these comments and start changing the activities that
they were presented with. All that I could do was give small suggestions. Shown in
Appendix M is John's reflective prompt. John did not understand what remainders
were nor how to express the remainder as a decimal. He did not understand the

lesson and he was able to say in the prompt: / am not understanding what to do with
remainders.

I was able to give him a written explanation and then I chose to back it up
orally with a fuller explanation. In his final interview John confirmed that he had
found this process useful when he stated:
one time when I was doing this sum Iforgot to put in the remainder
and the reflective prompt; you showed me how.
Delia did not find the mathematics easy and she was very under-confident
and did not like to express her views normally. The students were given one lesson
on the subject of prime factor trees. The aim was to teach all the students about prime
factor trees. There was no assessment material available concerning the students'
abilities in these areas. Delia was able to identify and record in the reflective prompt
while competing this lesson that she did not have conceptual understanding of prime
and composite numbers, and that was making it difficult for her to complete the
prime factor trees. I was able to read this and tried to offer some elaboration
strategies (McKeachie, Pintrich, Lin, & Smith, 1986), which might help her build up
her own conceptual knowledge. Of course it would have been better educational
practice to provide more practical activities and reflective discourse in class to build
these ideas.
The class mathematics curriculum moved on to the topic of equality and
inequality, so Delia was left with these conceptual problems and no record would be
made of this. I have included her reflective prompt in Figure 10 as it is useful to
observe the end result and it shows that she was able to express her thoughts in the
various sections of the reflective prompt.
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Figure 1 0. Delia's reflective prompt
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4.3.3.2 Students acting independently to use a different learning
strategies

In the observed classroom the students were quite dependent upon the teacher
in their learning situation and they really had only a few areas of learning that they
were able to change through their own actions. Diane became more focused on her
mathematics activity shortly after the prompt was introduced. She realised that she

needed to concentrate after asking herself the question on the reflective prompt: Do I

really have to concentrate?-Yes. I noted the classroom observations, which explains
her actions.
Working on number patterns. The open plan classroom makes it
difficult sometimes as the other class may be talking while the class is
trying to work quietly ... Despite the prompt earlier (in the first
cymbals) removing concentration, today the prompt was less invasive
and worked better. Diane said, "I worked really well today. I found
out the numbers on the grid. I worked harder than usual " Diane
really putting in a lot ofeffort.

I could clearly observe the extra effort that had occurred at the same time that
the prompt was introduced. The interviews showed that the students perceived that
the reflective prompt was useful in directing them towards a more efficient learning
strategy.
It [the reflective prompt] made me want to learn maths more because
I write down that I haven 't accomplished something and then I change
it (Elle).
It [the reflective prompt] helps me organise my thoughts more
(David).

Whenever I look in my desk and see my reflection sheet and when I
open it when you aren 't here for maths I look at it and then it reminds
me for homework I need more practice for times table so I go home
and do that (Francis).
My scores are getting better. I was failing miserable and now I'm
average. I'm concentrating more and I'm having more fun. The way
things maths is being taught and concentrating I realise what my
goals are (Russell).

In the first maths session I was hopeless at everything and you gave
the folders and now things are more easy for us (Francis).
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Jane's reflective prompt revealed that she used the note section to record
some action that she felt needed taking with regards to her number work. It had been
filled in after completing some work on long multiplication. The students often
marked their work with the teacher calling out the correct answers. The students then
simply marked these right or wrong. In this example she is noting how she hasn't
marked this properly and decides that she will review it at home and get her parents
to act as a resource to help her. She wrote in her reflective prompt:
I have gotten a little bit confused when we were marking our work.
So I stopped I think I'll have to review them tonight (get my parents
to give me sums).
On another occasion I watched Daisy complete the reflective prompt just
before attempting her mathematics. The reflective prompt encouraged her to use
cognitive strategies to plan and think of the goal of the lesson. In this instance she
decided that the focus should be on the decimal aspect rather than division and so
changes the goal of the lesson:
When observing Daisy she listens to the teacher. The children were
given no introduction. They just had to start work on the MTS maths
book after been given the page number. The lesson was about dividing
decimal numbers. The teacher was sitting at the desk marking. The
class were noisy next door. The bell rang for the first completion of
the reflective prompt. Daisy had to fill in what the lesson was about.
Firstly she wrote division. Then I observed her stop, think, then
change her answer to decimals.
4.3.3.3 Exceptions to different learning strategies being used

A few students were worried to express their thoughts on the reflective
prompt. From my notes in my observations there is the example Phillipa put that she
understood everything on the reflective prompt:
Phillipa has filled in on R.P [reflective prompt] that she has
understood everything when she didn 't. When I asked her she blushed
and said "kind of " even though I had been sitting explaining it to her
just a second ago.
When I then asked her about her mathematics work using 'greater than' and
'less than' signs she clearly did not understand. I do think that may be the culture
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within the class which caused some of this anxiety, in that she felt scared to express
her inadequacy.
4.3.4 Students were Resigned to the Fact that Expressing their Thoughts did not
Change the Learning Tasks

This effect was a very strong theme in the study. The students had
enthusiastically taken on the expert learning process, and completed the reflective
prompt in every number lesson. They were motivated to continue completing the
reflective prompts, even at the end of Term 4, and I noted:
Tony filled in [reflective prompt]. He knew what to do - got straight on. All

knew what they were doing. Filled it [the reflective prompt] in without any problem.

There was evidence of increased motivation at the earlier stages of the study,
and they were directed towards effective learning strategies by the reflective prompt.
The students could change small areas, and I have already identified some students

filling in the prompt saying: / must remember a red pen.

Despite these effects though, the expert learning process did not greatly
impact their classroom learning experience. To illustrate this point it is worthwhile to
focus on Francis's response. He was able to realise that he was having problems,
which of course is very important, and he expressed this in his reflective prompt: I

am finding this very hard

When this happened in this very teacher-dependent learning setting, Francis
was unable to change his learning situation and find ways of engaging in tasks to aid
understanding, which is what an expert learner would do. Instead he and other
students were reliant on the teacher to plan what was to be learnt. The students
accepted this situation and were resigned to the fact that their learning environment
remained where they were as passive learners. From my notes I wrote:
The reflective prompt doesn 't get much use, as the children are just
passively absorbing. Difficult to fill in the reflection sheet [reflective
prompt] in this case as the teacher is talking mostly. Weaker children
just seem to accept that they will not understand everything.
One individual example of this is Jill. She expected that, when she identified
she was not working like an expert learner, it would have no influence on the
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classroom proceedings. When the students were being taught about multiplying
hundreds, tens and units by tens and units I noted that in her reflective prompt she

wrote: Do I enjoy this activity - No; Do !feel confident - No. In my notes for that day
I noted how this lack of confidence expressed in the reflective prompt did not effect
the classroom experience for Jill.
Marking the long multiplication homework. Jill gave the answer. It
didn 't make sense. Teacher very quickly moved on to Joshua who 's
left book at home so Bill, the bright boy, was asked.
Jill now solving problem on the board without their books. Jill made a
mistake went back to her book (the work has been done as homework
Mum may have helped?) then came back and changed it. Next lesson
moving on to decimals regardless ofhow children got on today.

Jill accepted this situation and there was no evidence of any further action being
taken.
Another example of the learner being resigned to the fact that the reflective
prompt expressions would not change anything is taken from Catherine. The students
were learning how to multiply by 1 0, 100 and 1000. In my notes I wrote;
Children are all required to multiply two numbers that are together,
and then add the number of O 's that there are. All worked on the
same. Learning is directed at them. Do this by doing that. In this
instance learning has not changed by learning reflection.
In Catherine's reflective prompt, shown in Appendix M, she reflected that: J

find it boring when the teacher explains cos I already know how to do it.

Despite the student noting down that she had done some long multiplication
and in the above example, explains that she knows how to do it, no consideration of
this was taken. The class continued to be taught long multiplication in the next
lesson. In my notes I described this lesson;
It was my turn to teach long multiplication. This was to be introduced
to all the children at the same time. They started with revision of tens
and units multiplied by units. Most children completed this or at least
worked quietly. They filled in their reflective prompt at the beginning
of the lesson.
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Jill's comments had made no impact on the tasks but she did not express any emotion
or take any action as a result of this situation. In one of the plenary sessions, Leah did
ask: What should I do ifI write down this lesson is boring?
I answered that she could make it into a competition. Of course another
answer would have been for the teacher to provide more interesting mathematics
activities if motivation was a problem. Yet again though, I had not asked the teacher
to change her teaching style or content so I could not include this in my suggestion to
the teacher. When the student wrote down that they were having problems with
understanding the mathematics or the work was too boring and easy, it was not read
by the teacher and she continued teaching the content as planned on her teaching
schedule.
From the teacher's diary it suggests that possibly she did not read the
students' work, as she thought they were not capable of engaging in this thinking
process. She wrote, J wonder if children actually think about what they are doing.

Overall therefore, the students who had been expressing their ideas saw no real
changes to the tasks set in the classroom and teaching approaches generally. In the
final interviews the students did express that the reflective prompt was not changing
things dramatically. Russell explained:
You already know how to do the stuff You should be able to just write
it down if you 've understood or you have problems not just keep
writing down the same things, writing down the same thing is getting
boring.

Mary also stated in her interview: we did it all last term and now its getting
boring. When I asked Ann if she found the reflective prompt motivating, she

answered, at the beginning but now youjust keep on going.
Ann was very bright and in her interview she describes this feeling that the
teacher was focusing on delivering a standard curriculum and not meeting their needs
in order to learn. In the interview she was explaining how she did not think Miss
Smith read the reflective prompt because she was not interested in their abilities and
that in Year 4 they were streamed for mathematics (the students called this
streaming, 'switch maths') and she felt that she was not being stretched.
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I'm not being offensive. Some people don 't read it [the reflective
prompt] She [Miss Smith] does not care about us. She just goes on
about go on to the challenge [extension work for early finishers] then
she spends time with the others. You pretend that you are not listening
so that she will ask you. If we had had a better teacher I would have
loved switch maths [streamed maths] much more because they were at
your grade level. Doing Year 7 and 8 we could not almost do it and
that is what I like. We have lea rnt long multiplication before in
Year 4.

Elle also reflects how they were streamed in Year 4 compared to this class
where they are now are all set the same activities.
In Year 4 we had a teacher who saw what we are cap able of Miss
Smith just ignores that. We just do the same thing. Tha t 's what makes
mathematics boring. Ifwe had something different it would be better.

The expert learning process, which incorporated the reflective prompt, did
not empower the learner sufficiently so that the teaching was altered to take into
account the student's thoughts, ideas and misconceptions. This powerlessness of the
students is typified in the following except from my record:
The teacher was going on a course, so a relief teacher and myself
were taking the class. I had been asked to teach the children to follow
the rule when solving number sentences. Some of the children were
questioning me about whether you should always add before
subtracting rather than work left to right because BIMDAS followed
literally, would inform you to do this. I encouraged them to consider
the understanding of this rule of order. A lively discussion followed
between the children in the class, the relief teacher and myself. The
children began to realise that really the main emphasis of this rule
was to do multiplication or division before addition and subtraction,
p a rticula rly because of the properties of these operations. The relief
teacher joined in with the discussion saying that she saw
multiplication and division like twins having more power over
addition and subtraction twins and therefore needed to be solvedfirst.
It was a very interesting discussion and started the children
identifying the properties of addition and subtraction and
multiplication and division. On her return Miss Smith did not want
these issues discussed and instead reiterated that she wanted the
children to be taught to follow the rule BIMDAS; that is to do
brackets first, then indices, then multiplication, then division, then
addition, and then subtraction.

The teacher remained the more powerful factor in determining what the
students were taught. The students were resigned to this and in this case study the
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teacher's beliefs and teaching styles remained unchanged despite the implementation
of the expert learning process. An exception to this took place after the final
interview with Ann. A week later she had identified the following responses in her
prompt as below:
Do I really have to concentrate ? No.
Do I enjoy this activity? No.
Do I have everything I need? Yes.
Do I understand what I am doing? Yes.
Is this activity interesting? No.

She then went up to Miss Smith and said that their work that was being set
was too easy for her. Miss Smith looked quite shocked and said that Ann could have
more difficult work. I noted this in my classroom observations.
Lesson on dividing with decimals. One of the brightest children Ann,
asked Miss Smith for extension work saying that this was e asy.
Sta rting to be empowered as a le arner. Marga ret then asked as well.

It is a shame that it happened near the completion of the study, as it would
have been interesting to see what would have happened next.

4.4 Summary of Effects
Figure 1 1 shows a summary of the main effects of the expert learning
process. The themes which were created using content analysis - the procedure for
this shown in more detail in Appendix N - were not presented in any particular
order. They do represent the main observations made as to the effects on Year 6
students using an expert learning process, which was designed to promote number
sense development.
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Main Effects on Year 6 students using an expert learning process designed
to promote number sense development

Students reflected throughout number lessons
Motivation to learn about mathematical rules and algorithms increased
Students directed towards more effective learning strategies when learning
about mathematical rules
Students were resigned to the fact that expressing ideas did not change
learning tasks

Figure 11. The effects on Year 6 students using an expert learning process

4.5 Research Question 2
Did number sense performance of the Year 6 students improve through using an
expert learning process?
This question had been designed to support the qualitative data collection.
The expert learning process had been designed to promote number sense so it is
therefore logical that I would be interested to find out if number sense improved. As
there was a number sense test available which had been used in an international
study, (McIntosh, et al., 1 997) I had a reliable measure, which would be able to
quantify any number sense improvement. I had therefore decided to quantify any
number sense improvement in terms of increased performance in the number sense
test. I decided to conduct a one group, pre-test - post-test design.
The test implemented had been used by Year 5 students in the international
study, so it was not possible to directly compare the results with the international
study as these students were Year 6. I was really interested in the change after
completing the expert learning process, so the students being a year older than the
original design was not seen as a problem.
Analysis concentrated on the change in scores from the pre-test taken by the
students before the study began and the scores from the post-test taken by the Year 6
students at the end of the study. The raw scores for the students' are available in
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Appendix B. This simple analysis was designed in this way as it was meant to be a
confirming measure for the qualitative results.
Figure 1 2 reveals the students' pre-test scores on the number test. The mean
on this test was 20.63 . This compares with the mean of Year 5 in the international
study of 1 8 .40. As mentioned previously the students are one year older so a direct
comparison of score is neither possible nor necessary. lt does give some indication
however of the Year 6 students' standard of number sense ability. The standard
deviation on the pre-test was 5 . 88, compared to 5 . 1 0 in the international study.
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Figure 1 2 . Number sense pre-test scores o f Year 6 students
Figure 1 3 shows the students' post-test scores. The mean in this test was
23 .22 compared with the Year 5 score in the international study of 1 8.40. The
standard deviation of 6.26 compares with 5. 1 0 in the international study.
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Figure 1 3 . Number sense post-test scores of Year 6 students

The analysis was focussed on the change between pre-test and post-test
scores. Figure 1 4 shows that the mean change in test scores was 2.59.
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Figure 1 4. Average improvement in number sense test scores

The changes in mean scores, showed only a slight improvement in number
sense performance. Due to the students being five months older, one would have
expected the students to have gained some improvement in number sense ability due
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to natural maturation, therefore these results led me to conclude that the intervention
did not have any marked effect on number sense performance. It was possible to
consider the qualitative findings in order to speculate why there was only a small
improvement in number sense. The qualitative data collection revealed that the
teacher's goals for the lessons were rote learning of mathematical rules, so that even
when students became more engaged in their learning, number sense was not an
intended or likely outcome of the learning experience. It was also revealed that she
did not acknowledge the students' reflections when planning her teaching, so she did
not cater for their individual needs. This meant that the students were not able to
further develop their understanding of number as defined by constructivist learning.
These observations would explain why the number sense performance did not show
any significant increase.
There are limitations to the design and it would not be possible to generalise
from this result. There may have been other reasons for the change in scores other
than the effect of the expert learning process (Johnson & Christensen, 2004), so it
really is important that the results are seen in conjunction with the other data
collection. The small improvement of 2.59 in the students' number sense score
supports the conclusion that number sense ability was not greatly improved.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

The aim of this study was to explore the effects of implementing an expert
learning process into a real classroom. The expert learning process was a set of
reflective prompts designed to prompt the students to ask themselves questions that
expert learners would ask. It was completed on paper at various times throughout the
lesson with a whole class discussion generated by reflective questions about their
learning, structured to occur at the end of the lesson. As I was interested in
researching primary mathematics I selected a Year 6 class, which was in the primary
age range.
The aspect of mathematics, which it was to support, was number sense. This
was chosen as, although number instruction has always been important, number
sense is now emerging with greater importance in the curriculum. It was also a more
specific topic, rather than trying to consider the whole mathematics curriculum, and
this made it more manageable for this relatively small study.
Recent research is becoming clearer as to what sort of learning experiences
students need to have in order to develop number sense effectively. This awareness
allowed me to evaluate and assert that the expert learning process should be
beneficial to number sense development.
I took a case study approach to the research as this was an exploratory study
and I was interested in describing how the implementation of the reflective prompt
evolved, focusing on what happened to the learning experiences of the students. Due
to the fact that I was the only researcher and that this was a newly created
implementation, I felt that it was the most productive path to gain in-depth rich
material about one setting.
In order to answer the first research question the data was collected
qualitatively through classroom observations, interviews of the students, the written
reflective prompts, and collected work samples. Following this procedure I was able
to describe the effects on the Year 6 students' learning. These effects are outlined
below.
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The reflective prompt was able to provide a structure which enabled the Year
6 students in the class to act as self-regulated learners. Through a low maintenance
reflective prompt they were engaged in a process where they were thinking
metacognitively in the planning stage of the class and mid-way through the lesson.
They were asking themselves questions specifically concerning cognitive,
environmental and resource management strategies and responding to these. The
structure was easy for the students to understand and they were able to do this
independently. This implementation was successful in all types of number lessons.
The actual time that the students completed it was somewhat flexible but the self
questioning was always part of the lessons. Due to its brevity the task was not
laborious for the students and its implementation was continued. This action was
identified as very important in much of the research literature (Zimmerman, 1998;
Garofalo & Lester, 1985; Herrington, 1990).
The expert learning process was very motivating for the students. It was
described to them as a learning experience where they would be in charge of their
learning and that it had the aim of increasing the effectiveness of their number
learning. This was inspiring to them. They found the proj ect novel and enjoyed being
able to express their feeling to an interested adult. For many of the students it helped
them become more confident as they managed to enjoy and explore their number
learning more; rather than just focus on test scores which was the only real focus in
the pre-study classroom environment. It also made the students feel that their
learning experience was important. This was especially motivating for the students
who did not receive high test scores. Ames (cited in Bruer, 1994) asserts that this
focus on learning is the best approach to take, stating that many classroom practices
appear to value "performing over learning, thus negatively influencing students'
ideas about intelligence and learning" (1994, p. 276). . She is now "trying to create a
classroom that emphasises the process of learning, reward, effort, focussing on
children' s individual progress" (p. 277). The reflective prompt guided classroom
practice towards valuing the student's learning experience - the process rather than
the product.
The reflective prompt directed the students to think about whether they were
behaving as an expert learner would. Where they answered ' yes' they could continue
on. Where they answered ' no' in the reflective prompt it did make the students think
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about how they could use a more effective strategy. They were directed to consider
more effective cognitive, motivational and environmental strategies. As the number
work was often about following rules the conceptual understanding was quite
limited, so when they answered the question, "Do I understand it?", it was normally
in the context of "Do I understand the procedure?". They sometimes either stated the
problem that they were having in their learning and I was able to offer some small
suggestions to guide them to a learning strategy that would enhance their learning, or
at other times they were able to actually change it. They were in a dependent learner
situation so the aspects that they were able to change were quite limited.
The last effect identified was that towards the end of the study students
became resigned to the fact that the learning tasks in the classroom would not change
regardless of what they expressed in the expert learning process. The teacher
assessed the students on topic tests taken periodically and she did not believe that
students' thought process were important when planning her teaching. Therefore she
did not read the reflective prompts and continued her teaching activities regardless of
what was written. The students were being told that expert learners made sure that
they were pursuing effective cognitive, motivational and environmental strategies.
They generally completed the self-questioning sheet reflecting on whether the
strategies were working. Their comments reflecting these thoughts however, were
not being read by the teacher, so they were being presented with syllabus-prescribed
activities rather than ones that would have met their cognitive, motivational or
environmental needs in order to learn effectively. They were also in a very dependent
learning situation so they were unable to 'get up' and do something about it. As the
students were Year 6 they often would not know what to do when they identified that
they were not working like an expert learner.
At this age it appears in that the teacher's role may be paramount in
identifying problems in understanding concepts and directing the learning experience
accordingly. For this reason, unlike with adult learners, it may be essential that the
teacher is observing the thoughts of the students and directing them towards suitable
learning activities. As this did not happen in this case study the students became
resigned to the fact that their completion of the reflective prompt was having little or
no impact. They tended to become resigned that they were not really going to be in a
position to move towards acting as expert learners in the classroom.
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In this study I was particularly interested in exploring how the reflective
. prompt may affect number sense development. I had wanted to focus on number
sense due to the emerging importance of number sense development in the
mathematics curriculum. I had been able to identify links between what the expert
learning process wanted to promote and what research findings stated would promote
number sense. These close links made me decide that it was worth investigating
whether the reflective prompt would have benefit in a number lesson in order to
develop number sense. In the second research question I therefore focused on
analysing if there was any increased number sense performance and I was able to
answer this question quantitatively using a number sense test (McIntosh et al., 1997).
The analysis focussed on the change between pre- and post-test scores. The
mean change in test scores was 2.59. There was only a slight improvement in number
sense performance. It was possible to consider the qualitative findings in order to
speculate why there was only a small improvement in number sense. The qualitative
data collection revealed that the teacher's goals for the lessons were the rote learning
of mathematical rules, so that even when students became more engaged in their
learning, number sense was not an intended or likely outcome of the learning
experience. It was also revealed that she did not acknowledge the students'
reflections when planning her teaching, so she did not cater for their individual
needs. This meant that the students were not able to further develop their
understanding of number as defined by constructivist learning.
The two research questions had been created using a combined
methodological approach so that they would increase the internal validity of the
study. It became apparent that as well as reading the findings of the questions
separately it was useful to also consider the two findings as part of the whole
exploratory study. The quantitative data showed that number sense performance did
not improve much, and this supports the findings of the qualitative data.
In Figure 15 I have created a network diagram (Johnson & Christensen, 2004)
to show the overall findings based on the research questions. It highlights the effects
of the study and it shows that overall number sense performance only increased
slightly in the classroom setting that I studied.
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Main effects on Year 6 students using an expert learning process
designed to promote number sense development
Students reflected throughout the number lessons, based on learning
mathematical rules, for the duration of the study
Motivation to learn about mathematical rules and algorithms increased
Students directed towards more effective learning strategies when learning
about mathematical rules
Students were resigned to the fact that expressing ideas did not change
learning tasks
Little improvement in number sense performance
Figure 15. Effects of an expert learning process on Year 6 students.
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It is important to acknowledge however that there may have been potential
for developing number sense if the learning activities that were presented to the
students were changed. The reflective prompt encouraged the students to act as a
self- regulated learner throughout the number lesson and this reflection is an
important component of number sense development. McIntosh et al. (1997) clearly
state that
reflection is a process which is closely connected to good number
sense . . . every teacher should aim for a classroom climate where
reflection and evaluation are important elements in the work. (p. 44)
The reflective prompt encouraged them to think about their number work, as
they were about to embark on it, and midway in each lesson consider their way of
working. The plenary session questions were provided and a culture could be created
where students reflected back on the whole session, even if this was not successful in
this setting.
The expert learning process was motivating for the students. The literature on
number sense teaching does not explicitly talk at length about motivating the
students but at all stages describes creating activities that fully engage the learner. In
this way it leads me to believe that anything that motivates the learner to be more
involved must be beneficial to number sense development. The students greatly
enjoyed expressing their reactions and ideas on the prompts.
Number sense activities are described as ones where an engaged learner is
involved in appropriate sense making activities within the classroom. The reflective
prompt allowed the students to reflect on whether they were understanding the
mathematics or not. If the word 'understanding' was defined and explained to the
students to mean a deep conceptual understanding, they could identify when they
were not making sense of the mathematics and either find more effective learning
strategies independently or express their lack of understanding. Then their teacher
would be able to suggest ways that would aid their understanding.
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Lastly, if the students' thought processes were being valued by the teacher,
this would have been useful for developing number sense. Assessment of the pupils'
understanding has been identified as crucial for number sense development (Askew
et al., 1 997) and the reading of the reflective prompt facilitates this process. By not
understanding the students' thought processes the learning activities will not be
matching the learners' needs in order to build up the necessary knowledge networks.
In conclusion therefore, the effects showed that in this study the reflective
prompt could be introduced into a mainstream classroom enabling students to ask the
questions that expert learners ask. The key ideas that reflection can be built into an
integral part of number lessons may be of use to researchers who are interested in
effective learning in any domain. It would now be worthwhile to conduct a more
extensive study to find out if generalisation of the findings is possible.
Also in this study, the reflective learning process was halted once the
students had expressed their thoughts and therefore there was no real impact on the
learning experience. At that point the influence of the reflective prompt was limited
due to the teaching style of the teacher. She used testing of topics periodically as her
means of assessment and, as she did not listen to the students' thought processes
when planning her activities, their reflections had little or no impact. This leads me
to suggest that there would be an interesting avenue for future research to determine
the teaching approach to be used in the research and observe what would happen to
number sense development if the teacher had acknowledged the students thoughts. If
after reading about their misconceptions or their lack of understanding and had
changed the activities this may have greatly improved number sense development.
For instance, in this present study their teacher did not facilitate any quality end-of
class discussion and this greatly inhibited the reflective prompts' effectiveness. If the
teaching approach trained the students to share mathematical thoughts processes with
their peers and the teacher, the expert learning process may be greatly enhanced.
Lastly if we are truly going to see an improvement in number sense development the
goals of the classroom have to be clearly set on developing a robust understanding of
number. If all these aspects were put in place it may mean that the students really are
behaving and thinking as expert learners and number sense may greatly improve.
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The methodology was very useful in this study but I think there is still much
work to be in done in analysing how the expert learning process can work most
effectively in a mainstream classroom. Qualitative methodology would be the most
suitable in this future research in order to further explore its use in developing
number sense.
It is very important to acknowledge that this was only one response to the
use of the reflective prompt in one setting. Although I maintain that the study has
internal validity, an important avenue to investigate is to research what happens
when the reflective prompt is implemented in multiple settings in order that it may be
possible to engage in generalisation. This then is another suggestion for future
research.
The main limitation of the study in retrospect was the inability to record the
effects of the expert learning process where the teacher responded to the students'
reflections. The teacher did not provide feedback after the students had presented
their reflections. This restricted the possibilities that may have taken place in order to
develop number sense.
Looking forward, I believe that it is important to continue focussing on
instructional design that acknowledges all the areas identified by the Ertmer and
Newby model (1996). If students' needs are met in all these areas, including
differentiated cognitive practical activities, suitable environment, and appropriate
class discussions, it may be possible for students to receive maximum benefit from
being part of such a classroom setting. From a number sense perspective students
should then develop a love of number and continue to use the number skills they
have learnt in the classroom long after they have moved on into the real world as an
adult.
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APPENDIX A: NUMBER SENSE TEST

Protocol for Number Sense Test (McIntosh et al, 1997)

1. Introduce yourself to the class:
Say, I am.............. from Edith Cowan University. This is a test that was
used in an international study [changed original wording which said this is the
international study etc.]
2. Personal details:
Have students clear their desk and get a pen /pencil ready.
Give out test papers face down, then ask students to tum the paper over and
have them write in their names and other details as required.
3. Preparation for test:
Tell students: "Today I want you to do the maths problems mentally. That is,
do all the calculations (working) in your head. Only write the answer or circle the
right answer. Don't do any other writing. In many questions you will be asked to
estimate rather than calculate the answer exactly. Be sure to follow those directions. I
will read each question while you follow me. Then I'll give you half a minute - 30
seconds, to do it, before asking you to go on the next question.
4.Practice questions:
Put OHT of cover page on OHP and say: "The left side of the page has the
questions and the right side is where you show your answers. I now want you to try
the first practice question. I'll read it for you while you follow on your sheet, and
when I finish reading, you'll have half a minute - 30 seconds - to do it". Read the
question out loud. Allow half a minute. Indicate and justify the correct answer and
the need to circle the matching letter rather than the whole answer.
Say: "Now we'll try the second practice question". Read the question out
loud, allow half a minute, then indicate and explain the correct response and how this
was to be recorded.

1 05

Say "There are 35 questions in this test and they are all set out like these two.
I'll read each question and then allow half a minute - 30 seconds. This should be
plenty of time for each question. If you make a mistake cross it out and try again.
Don't forget to only write the answer - no other writing is allowed. Are there any
questions about the test?" Answer as appropriate.
5. The test:
Say: "Now we are ready to start. Tum to the next page. Question 1
says. . . "Read the question out loud, making sure to emphasise underscored words
and allow 30 seconds. Then say Question 2 ... "; and so on until the test is complete.

Practice Questions:
1. Without counting exactly, about how many
children are there in your class?
(Circle the nearest answer.)

2. What number goes in the box to make this
sentence true?

30 + 0 = 50

1 06

A.

3

B.

30

C.

300

D.

3000

NUMBER SENSE GROUP TEST
ANSWER

QUESTION
I.

About how many days have you lived? (Circle the nearest
answer.)

2.

About how much of this box is shaded? Give your answer as a
fraction.

3.

About how many triangles are there here? (Circle the nearest
answer.)

4.

A.

300

B.

3000

C.

30 000

D.

300 000

A. 20

B.

50

C.

1 00

D.

200

E.

500

The digits are 0, I , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.
Put one digit in each box so that the answer will be as big
as possible.

1 07

4rn - 23 1

=

?

5.

Put one digit in each box so that the answer will be as big as
possible.

6.

Here are five digits: 2, 6, 3, 5, 1 .
Arrange all these digits to make the smallest number
possible.

7.

Here are five digits, 2, 6, 3, 5, 1 .
Arrange them to make the number nearest to 20 000.

8.

The police department is counting the number of cars on a
certain highway. The counting meter now reads:

I4 I7 I3 I9 I9 I

What will it read after one more car passes by?

9. Circle the fraction which shows how much has been shaded.

0
® 0
@) ®. 0
�

�

43 1 - 2[0 = ?

I I I I I I
A.

-2

B.

-2

4
6

-

C.

4
6

D.

4
2

-

1 0. The farmer has stored all his apples in 80 boxes with 40 apples
in each box. He now needs to repack them all into 40 new
boxes.

A.

2

B.

40

How many apples will there be in each new box?

C.

80

D.

1 20

1 1 . For a long time Jane has been putting only 1 0 cent coins in her
piggy bank. Last night she opened it and counted her money.
She had $46.70. How many 1 0 cent coins were in the bank?
12. Place the numbers 0.1 and 0.8 in their correct positions on this
number line:

1 08

0

�I

I�

4
5

1
10

13. Place the numbers - and - in their correct positions on this
number line:

1

0

I>

<I

14. Which letter on the number line below best represents 2 . 1 9?

A

(

B

C

E

D

iw w1�

I�

1

�I

3

2

1 5 . Circle the fraction which represents the largest amount:

1 6. Without calculating the exact answer, circle the best estimate
for:
29 X 0.98

A.

-5

B.

-5

C.

-5

D.

-5

A.

more than 29

B.

less than 29

C.

impossible to tell
without working it out

1 7. Estimate the decimal shown by the arrow on the number line:

0

<\

1

I>

1 8. You are going to walk once around a square-shaped field. You
start at the corner marked S and move in the direction shown by
the arrow. Mark with an X where you will be after 1/3 of your
walk.

19. Without calculating the exact answer, circle the largest product.
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s _..
""

A.

18 x 17

B.

16 x 1 8

C.

1 7 x 19

7

9

A. 29 + 0.8

20. Which is greater?

B. 29 X 0.8
C. 29 + 0.8
D. Impossible to tell without
calculating

2 1 . When a 3-digit number is added to a 3-digit number the result
is:

22. Without calculating, circle the expression which represents the
larger amount.

23. Without !;;al!;;ulating the exact answers, circle the best estimate
for:
1 8 X 19

24. Ten bottles ofjuice cost $7.95 at one store. I can get 5 bottles
for $4. 1 5 at a second store. Where is the juice cheaper - at the
first or second store?

A.

always a 3-digit number

B.

always a 4-digit number

C.

always a 5-digit number

D.

either a 3, 4 or 5-digit
number

E.

either a 3 or 4 digit
number

A.

145 X 4

B.

144 + 146 + 148 + 1 50

A.

290

B.

390

C.

490

A.

First store

B.

Second store

Tell how you decided:

1 10

25. Which two numbers multiplied together give an answer closest
to the target number?
18

4

Target Number

37

50

175 1

---- and -----

26. Which two numbers multiplied together give an answer closest
to the target number?
50

18

4

Target Number

27.

16

X

0

---- and -----

37

I 1 000 I
-

D

The number in the box....

28.

15

X

D

-

3
4

...must be 1 6

B.

...must be 1 60

C.

. .. must be 0

D. . .. could be any number

15

The number in the box....

29.

A.

A.

...must be

0

B.

...must be

-

C.

. ..must be

1

D.

...must be

E.

. .. could be any number

5

15

1
2

- is a fraction between - and 1 .

1
2

Name another fraction between - and 1 .

30. Without calculating the exact answer, circle the best estimate
for:
29 + 0.8
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A.

less than 29

B.

equal to 29

C.

greater than 29

D.

impossible to tell
without calculating

D
D

3 1 . Put two of the numbers
4,

9,

12

1
2

in the boxes to make a fraction as close as possible to - .

32. If l have $378 in my savings account and withdraw all my
money, how many I O-dollar notes would the bank be willing to
give me?
33. Mary had $426 and spent 0.9 of it on clothes. Without
calculating the exact answer, circle the best estimate for how
much she spent.

34. Jim bought 3 sleeping bags at $98 each. How could he work out
how much he spent?
(Circle the correct answer.)

35. Without calculating the exact answer, circle the best estimate
for:
45 X 1 05
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A.

slightly less than $426

B.

much less than $426

C.

slightly more than $426

D.

impossible to tell without
calculating

A.

3 lots of $ 1 00, take $1

B.

3 lots of $ 1 00, take $2

C.

3 lots of $ 1 00, take $3

D.

3 lots of$ 1 00, take $6

A.

4000

B.

4600

C.

5200

APPENDIX B: TEST RESULTS

Table 2. Raw Data Test Result for Pre-Tests and Post-Tests.
Name
Karen
Ann
Jane
Peter
Joshua
Daisy
John
Delia
Jason
Russel
Tony
David
Catherine
Debbie
Anthony
Margaret
Sharon
Francis
Diane
Christopher
Frank
!Simone
Jill
Sarah
Bill
Joseph
Elle
Leah
Toni
Phillipa
Mary
Jonathan

�VERAGE

Pre-Test

Post-Test

19
28
18
18
27
25
23
16
30
17
22
23
22
13
21
25
16
16
26
30
11
16
20
16
24
26
28
24
27
6
15
12

23
31
21
27
30
31
26
19
32
26
18
33
26
18
21
30
18
22
29
30
12
21
13
22
24
28
27
21
26
12
16
10

20.63
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23.22

APPENDIX C: REFLECTIVE PROMPT

Planning after 10 minutes
Complete this on your own. Remember - If you need help it is important that
you go and find the answer to your problem.
What is the goal of this lesson? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
How can I do this activity? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
What am I good at that will help me? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do I have to really concentrate? Yes/No
Do I enjoy this activity? Yes/No
Do I have every thing that I need? Yes/No

Mid-Action Reflection after 30 minutes
Is the way I chose to solve this work, working? Yes/No
Do I understand what I am doing? Yes/No
Am I making progress towards my goal? Yes/No
Is this activity interesting? Yes/No
Do I feel confident? Yes/No
Have I got everything I need? Yes/No
Am I g iving myself enough time? Yes/No

Notes about my mathematics learning (use extra paper if needed).

(What I would like to change, what I don't understand, what I am amazed that I do
understand)

-----·..·--·--······-····-······-·-·--·······-····-·······..··----·-..--·----··-·--·--·----·-·-····-·-·"·
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APPENDIX D: ADAPTED REFLECTIVE PROMPT

N....a.m....e....; ______
Week beginning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. """'
Monday
Planning {complete after 10 minutes)

What is the goal of this lesson? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

How can I do this activity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
What am I good at that will help me? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Do I have to really concentrate? Yes/No
Do I enjoy this activity? Yes/No

Do I have every thing that I need? Yes/No
Mid-Action Reflection

Is the way I chose to solve this work, working? Yes/No
Do I understand what I am doing? Yes/No

Am I making progress towards my goal? Yes/No
Is this activity interesting? Yes/No

Do I feel confident? Yes/No

Have I got everything I need? Yes/No

Am I giving myself enough time? Yes/No
Notes about my mathematics learning {use space on the back if needed)
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Wednesday
Planning (complete this after lOminutes)

What is the goal of this lesson?.................. . . . ............... . ................. .. . ....... ..

How can I .do this activity. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .......... . . . . . . . ......... . . . . . .. . . . .. ..... ... .....

What am I good at that will help me?............. .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... ........... .

Do I have to really concentrate? Yes/No
Do I enjoy this activity? Yes/No
Do I have every thing that I need? Yes/No
Mid-Action Reflection

Is the way I chose to solve this work, working? Yes/No
Do I understand what I am doing? Yes/No
Am I making progress towards my goal? Yes/No
Is this activity interesting? Yes/No
Do I feel confident? Yes/No
Have I got everything I need? Yes/No
Am I giving myself enough time? Yes/No
Notes about my mathematics learning (use space on the back if needed)
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APPENDIX E: TEACHER'S REFLECTION SHEET

Reflective Class Discussion. Last 5 minutes of the lesson
(Discuss the following with the students. Rotate the questions from the selection
below. Try to model some expert approaches to learning)

How well did you do in this task?
What did you do when your method of working didn't work?
How could you improve your work?
Did you achieve your goal?
What did you learn?
What new goals do you have now?
Did you have to put in a lot of effort?
Did you stay motivated?
How do you feel about your work?
Did you enjoy it?
Did you have any problems?
Did you have every thing that you needed?
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APPENDIX F: PERMISSION LETTERS

Letter to Principal
Dear Principal
Re: Request for volunteers to participate in M.Ed study
I am an experienced teacher and an M.ED student at Edith Cowan University
researching mathematics education. I am currently seeking a Year 6 class in the Perth
Metropolitan area to participate in some research, which is focusing on supporting
children as they work in their mathematics class. The title of my thesis is: The effects
of using an expert le arning process on Year 6 mathematics le arning. The ECU

Human Research Ethics Committee has approved this research study.
I plan to incorporate a guide (reflective prompt) designed to encourage
children to reflect on their mathematical thinking. The children will refer to this in
their normal mathematics lessons, and discussions will take place in order to support
this process. As this study takes place in their mathematics lessons no interruptions
to their normal program will occur. Instead it should be enhanced. I will be spending
time with the class and observing any effects that may take place. For the first two
weeks I hope to attend most of the mathematics classes and then I will attend two
mornings per week. I plan to conduct short interviews with the children throughout
the exploratory study and test the children on their number sense ability at the
beginning and end of the study. I will also interview the teacher and ask if he/she
could complete a diary detailing any effects on the children's learning that have been
observed. The research will take place over two terms and the results may be
published, as they will form part of my thesis In order to protect students' privacy,
neither the students nor the school will be directly identified in any publication.
Pseudonyms will be used to protect each student's identity. Tape-recorded interviews
will be erased following transcription and all information will be stored securely at
the university. Parents may withdraw their child from participation, at any stage in
the process if they wish to do so. I would like to call you next week, to see if your
school would be interested in participation in this study.
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Please do not hesitate to call my supervisor, ....... , if you have any queries.
Either of us would be happy to discuss with you any issues that you may have. I have
enclosed copies of the parental information and informed consent form, for your
perusal.
Yours faithfully,
Letter to Teacher

Dear Teacher
Re: Request for volunteers to participate in M.Ed study

I am an experienced teacher and an M.Ed student at Edith Cowan University
researching mathematics education. I am currently seeking a Year 6 class teacher in
the Perth Metropolitan area to participate in some research, which is focusing on
supporting children as they work in their mathematics class. I have already written to
your Principal and he has given approval for the study to be conducted in your school
and the ECU Human Research Ethics Committee has also approved this research
study. The title of my thesis is: The effects of using an expert learning process on
Year 6 mathematics learning.

Initially I hope to hold a consultation session with you, lasting a couple of
hours in total, in order to discuss the project and answer any questions that you may
have. Once you feel comfortable with the implementation of the study, a guide
(reflective prompt) designed to encourage children to reflect on their mathematical
thinking, will be incorporated into your class's normal mathematics lessons.
Discussions with the children will take place in order to support this process. As this
study takes place in the mathematics lessons no interruptions to your normal program
will occur. Instead it should be enhanced, as I should be able to support you working
with the children. I plan to spend time with the class and observe any effects that
may take place. For the first two weeks I hope to attend most of the mathematics
classes and then I will attend two mornings per week. I plan to conduct short
interviews with the children throughout the exploratory study and test the children on
their number sense ability at the beginning and end of the study. I also hope to
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conduct a short interview with yourself, and ask if you could complete a diary
detailing, briefly, any effects on the children's learning that have been observed.
The research will take place over two terms and the results may be
published, as they will form part of my thesis. In order to protect students' and
teacher privacy, neither the students, teacher or the school will be directly identified
in any publication. Pseudonyms will be used to protect each student's identity. Tape
recorded interviews will be erased following transcription and all information will be
stored securely at the university. Parents may withdraw their child from participation,
at any stage in the process if they wish to do so. I would like to call you next week,
to see if you would be interested in participation in this study. This participation is
purely voluntary and you are free to withdraw your consent at any time, including the
withdrawal of information or material that has been collected.
Please do not hesitate to call my supervisor, . . . . . . .if you have any queries.
Either of us would be happy to discuss with you any issues that you may have, If you
have any concerns or complaints about the research project and wish to talk to an
independent person, you may contact . . . . . . ... I have enclosed copies of the parental
information and informed consent form, for your use.
Yours faithfully,

I, ________________ (name of Teacher),
hereby consent to participate in a study designed to encourage students in
their mathematical thinking by . . . .I have been provided with information about the
study and have been given the opportunity to ask questions. I am aware that I may
contact the researcher at any time. I understand that I will be involved in supporting
the implementation of an expert learning process incorporated into the normal Year 6
mathematics classroom. During this process I will be interviewed and will complete
a diary. I agree that the research data gathered for this study may be published,
provided that neither the students nor the schools are identified. I understand that I
may withdraw at any stage if l wish to do so.

----------------------------2004
(Date)

(Signature of Teacher)
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Letter to Parents
Dear Parent/s
I am an experienced teacher and an M.Ed. student at Edith Cowan University
researching mathematics education. I am seeking parental permission for your child
to be involved on a research study which is being undertaken as part of the
requirements for my M.Ed degree. The Principal and your child's class teacher have
both approved the conduct of this study. The ECU Human Research Ethics
Committee has also approved the research study. The study is planned to be
incorporated into your child' s normal mathematics class. The title of my thesis is:
The effects of using an expert learning process on Yea r 6 mathematics learning.
I plan to incorporate a guide (reflective prompt) designed to encourage
students to reflect on their mathematical thinking. The students will refer to this
guide in their normal mathematics lessons, and discussions will take place in order to
support this process. I will be spending time in the class over two terms and
observing any effects that may take place. I plan to conduct short interviews with the
children throughout the exploratory study and these will be audio taped. The children
will not be disrupted in any way, as the normal mathematics program will continue
and it should be enhanced with the reflective prompt. They will also receive the
obvious benefits of working with an extra teacher in the classroom.
The results of the study will form part of my thesis. In order to protect your
child's privacy, neither the students nor the schools will be identified in any
publication and pseudonyms will be used to protect each student's identity. Tape
recorded interviews will be erased following transcription and all information will be
stored securely at the university. You may withdraw your child from participation, at
any stage in the process if you wish to do so.
If you have any concerns about the project or would prefer to speak to an
independent person please contact ..........Naturally, I would be happy to discuss
with you and/or your child any issues that arise before, during and/or after the
study......... I would like to mention that participation is purely voluntary and that
you are free to withdraw your consent to further involvement in the research project
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at any time. This also includes the right to withdraw information or material that has
already been collected. If you agree to your child's participation in a session, please
sign the attached consent form and return it to your school office.
Yours faithfully,
To: the School Office, ---------- School,
I, ----------------- (name of Parent/Guardian),
hereby give consent for my son/ daughter

to

participate in a study designed to encourage students in their mathematical thinking
as part of her studies at Edith Cowan University. I have been provided with
information about the study and have been given the opportunity to ask questions. I
am aware that I may contact the researcher at any time. I understand that my child
will be involved in an expert learning process incorporated into the normal Year 6
mathematics classroom. During this process my child will be observed completing
mathematical tasks and the reflective prompt and that my child will be interviewed. I
agree that the research data gathered for this study may be published provided that
neither the students nor the schools are identified. I understand that I may withdraw
my child at any stage if I wish to do so.

My child is in class

---------

(Date)

(Signature of Parent / Guardian)
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APPENDIX G: STUDENT PRE-STUDY INTERVIEW
SCHEDULE

All interviews completed between 28th June 2004 and 9th July 2004 in school time
between 9.00am and 3.00pm.
Thankyou for being willing to take part in this interview.
I want you to be relaxed and just say what you really think. Remember anything you
say is completely confidential.
1. What is your favourite subject at school?
2. What do you think about the subject mathematics?
3. Do you find it easy, hard or a mixture of the two?
a) What do you do when you find things difficult in maths?
b) Why do you think some children are good at maths whereas others are not?
4. How does the teacher know you have learnt something in mathematics?
5. How do you know when you have learned something in mathematics class?
6. What do you actually do in order to learn something in the mathematics class?
7. What do you like your teacher to do to help you learn?
8. When you learn something at home that you haven't done at school, do you learn
in the same way that you learn at school?
9. In mathematics classes what different types of planning do you do?
10. What do you think about working in groups in mathematics?
Does it make the learning easier. (If yes) - why/how?
Is it distracting? (ifyes) -why/how
11 . Do you check your mathematics work?
12 Do you ever think about how you are doing in your mathematics work?
(if yes)- Do you then change things after thinking about them?
Thank you for your help today.
[Questions adapted from Fuller (2000).]
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APPENDIX H: SAMPLE OF PRE-STUDY STUDENT
INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS

Pre-study interview with Debbie

Thank.you for being willing to take part in this interview.
I want you to be relaxed and just say what you really think. Remember anything you
say is completely confidential.
I.What is your favourite subject at school?
Art.
2. What do you think about the subject mathematics?
Fun - some a re as a re but some a re as pretty boring.
3. Do you find mathematics easy, hard or a mixture of the two?
Mixture ofthe two.
a) What do you do when you find things difficult in maths?
Go back and re ad things to help you. Ask/or help how to understand what it me ans.
b) Why do you think some children are good at maths whereas others are not?
Some p ractice and listen.
4. How does the teacher know you have learnt something in mathematics?
Shows when she 's te aching you and reviewing it. Putting up your hand
5. How do you know when you have learned something in mathematics class?
You would understand it and a ble tofind the answer.
6. What do you actually do in order to learn something in the maths class?
I would listen to what is expected ofme IfI wanted to le arn it and ifI didn 't
understand I would ask
7. What do you like your teacher to do to help you learn?
I don 't want the answers or a hint.
8. When you learn something at home that you haven't done at school, do you learn
in the same way that you learn at school?
Not re ally, my Dad comes from Scotland he works it out a different way. He te aches
this way, and I work it out that way because I was taught first.
9. In mathematics classes what different types of planning do you do?
Set things out in steps, take things through slowly, write it down, plan to work it out.
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10. What do you think about working in groups in mathematics? Does it make the
learning easier?
Sometimes it can be .frustrating cos they expect a lot ofme; they keep bugging you.
11. Do you check your mathematics work?
It is it important a lot go back to check it ifI make a couple ofsilly mistakes.
12 Do you ever think about how you are doing in your mathematics work?
Yesterday I was quite anxious, I like maths.
Do you then change things after thinking about them?
If its easier to understand then yes.
Thank you for your help today.

Pre-study interview with Catherine

Thank you for being willing to take part in this interview.
I want you to be relaxed and just say what you really think. Remember anything you
say is completely confidential.
I.What is your favourite subject at school?
Computing and sparks [gifted pupil program].
2. What do you think about the subject mathematics?
I don 't really like it.
3. Do you find mathematics easy, hard or a mixture of the two?
Mixture ofthe two.
a) What do you do when you find things difficult in maths?
Try and work it step by step.
b) Why do you think some children are good at maths whereas others are not?
Children don 't really like maths, they can 't listen.
4. How does the teacher know you have learnt something in mathematics?
She tests you.
5. How do you know when you have learned something in mathematics class?
When I can remember it.
6. What do you actually do in order to learn something in the maths class?
When she 's talking I write down stuff
7. What do you like your teacher to do to help you learn?
Everything 's fine.
8. When you learn something at home that you haven't done at school, do you learn
in the same way that you learn at school?
No I come from Singapore, we do maths different there - we do long division.
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9. In mathematics classes what different types of planning do you do?
I don 't know.
10. What do you think about working in groups in mathematics?
I don 't like working in groups cos then I cant work at my own speed.
11. Do you check your mathematics work?
Yes.
Why is it important?
Cos like ifI make a mistake I can just rub it out.
12 Do you ever think about how you are doing in your mathematics work?
No not re ally.
Thank you for your help today.
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APPENDIX I: POST-STUDY INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
All interviews completed between 15th November 2004 and 15th December 2004, in
school time between 9.00 am and 3.15 pm.
Hello. . . . . . . . . ..... . Today we are going to be doing our final interviews. Please speak
clearly, so that the tape recorder will pick up your voice. Remember to say what you
really feel and that what you say is completely confidential.
How did you feel when you first heard about the expert learning project? Did it make
you more interested in learning mathematics?
How have you found filling in the reflective prompt? (Generally try and find their
perceptions of the project - other questions may lead from this)
Did it (the reflective prompt) help you concentrate?
Did it (the reflective prompt) remind you to do certain things? What?
Do you know what expert learners do? (if yes - what ?)
Do you get help from others in your mathematics class?
What is your favourite subject?
What do you think of mathematics?
How do you know that you have learnt something in mathematics?
Does the reflective prompt ever annoy you?
Would it help if you could write down problems that you had. For instance if you
weren't enjoying it nor understanding it, the teacher could read what you had written
and then change the next lesson to help you with these. What do you think?
Thank you.
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APPENDIX J: POST- STUDY STUDENT INTERVIEW
TRANSCRIPTS

Excerpt from Diane's transcript

How did you feel when you first heard about the expert learning project?
Did it make you more interested in learning mathematics?
I thought it would give me a chance show me how to do maths an easier way. Yes it
made me want to do it more.
How have you found filling in the reflective prompt?
I thought it would help me to find a goal and complete my goal p retty good We had
to write down the first p art; we wrote down what our goal was. Then after 15 or 20
minutes we then had to write what you have learnt new and you would have to write
down.
What steps did you take?
Firstly we took out our folder. You write the date and what your name was. It was
sort of easy; it was ha rd cos there was some things that you asked us to remember. I
got to write down what I had been learning. The steps was e asy. Sometimes when you
had to write down the goal ofthe lesson you wouldn 't re ally know what it is.
Did it make you think about what the goal was?
Sometimes it did, ifI did know what I was going to do then it did
Can you think of any more of what happened in the rest of the lesson?
When the cymbals sound we would have to do p a rt 2.
Did it help you concentrate?
Yes it help ed me finish the p ages.
Did it remind you to do certain things?
No.

How did you find the class discussions: be really honest here:
The discussions you have to tell you what we had le arnt and Ifound it interesting to
tell here what others had learnt.

How did you feel about sharing your ideas?
I didn 't really do it much, beca use like I thought I would have got it wrong like didn 't
get it right.
What could have made it better?
Well ifI really understood the work I did then I would have been more confident and
then shared it.
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Do you know what expert learners do?
They do the same, make up goals, try to complete it andfind ways to help themselves
do well in Maths.
Did the reflective prompt remind you to do certain things?
No.
Does the reflective prompt ever annoy you?
Sometimes I am doing my work and then I have to get it out.
Would it help if you could write down problems that you had, for instance you
weren't enjoying it not understanding it, the teacher then read what you had written
and then changed the next lesson to help you? What do you think?
Yes I think that would be good
Do you get help from others?
Sometimes I ask Ann.
What is your favourite subject?
A rt and sport.
What do you think of mathematics?
Interesting and a challenge.
How do you know that you have learnt something in mathematics?
IfIfind a different strategy then I know that I can do it.
Excerpt from Bill's transcript

How did you feel when you first heard about the expert learning project? Did it make
you more interested in learning mathematics?
I don 't re ally mind I thought it was strange how it was going to work but now that I
know it's not that different.
How have you found filling in the reflective prompt?
Yes it is all right.
Do you know what expert learners do?
Study just before they think about what they have to do. They write things down if
they are not that sure.
Do you get help from others?
No.
What is your favourite subject?
Sport.
What do you think of mathematics?
All right.
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How do you know that you have learnt something in mathematics?
When I revise it seems e asier.
Does the reflective prompt ever annoy you?
No.
Would it help if you could write down problems that you had, for instance you
weren't enjoying it not understanding it, the teacher could then read it and then
change the next lesson to help you with these? What do you think?
Yes I'd like that.
Excerpt from Jason's transcript

How did you feel when you first heard about the expert learning project? Did it make
you more interested in learning mathematics?
Didn 't re ally mind it.
How have you found filling in the reflective prompt?
It does not rea lly bother me. We had every couple of minutes we had to fill out the
prompt how our maths was going.
When you answered the questions did it make you think?
No it didn 't really help me that much.
Can you talk me through that?
Beca use it rea lly just asks me questions and I was doing my maths anyway. Ye ah
well I understood it so it didn 't rea lly matter.
So what was your overall impression of the reflective prompt?
It didn 't re ally help me that much, I didn 't think it was that good.
How did you think the class discussions went at the end?
Well not many people talked.
Yeah I agree because they were a bit shy at talking about how their maths is going.
You knew what the maths was about, why didn't you share it?
/ was shy.
What do you think of mathematics?
I don 't think it 's very good.
How do you know that you have learnt something in mathematics?
When I get it right.
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APPENDIX K: INTERVIEW WITH THE TEACHER

Thank you for being willing to take part in this interview. First of all can I assure you
that you will remain completely anonymous and that no records of the interview will
be kept with your name on them.
How long have you been teaching for?
20 ye ars.
Could you tell me a little bit about your teaching history?
My background was in South Africa. I ta ught in government schools for four ye ars.
Catholic school for nine ye ars. When I came to Australia I taught in a Government
school and went to the country. Then I did relief in Catholic schools and then here.
How do you feel about the different subjects that you teach?
Ma inly just ones that I've ta ught the most; he alth, maths english. Not sure about
science and history.
Do you enjoy teaching mathematics?
Most ofthe time. IfI have a good group of children that are good it's challenging.
What teaching approaches do you find work well in the mathematics classes?
How do you find group work activities?
In some a reas it 's good that they get to talk to each other. I think there 's a place for
every type ofstrategy.
Could you explain how the mathematics curriculum is organised in the school?
We do have a syllabus that we follow. We can use which textbook we want to use in
the ye ar level. It is based on the government one [seemed to have no awareness that
this is not been followed now in government schools]. I decide whether to teach this
dep ending on whether it 's in the syllabus I check this. Maybe just mention it as
extension. I do allow itfor extension.
What support is there for children with special mathematical needs?
There is physical support, a teacher comes in for 1 hour. Otherwise they work at
work sheets at a remedial level.
How enthusiastic are the children about learning mathematics?
I have a good group. In one case where there was c =n [algebra] we had a go. I have
some very we ak children too.
What differences do you find between the boys and girls when they tackle maths?
On the whole boys seem to want to have a go at problems. Girls will sit back
Do you have anything else that you would like to share about teaching mathematics
to this year 6 class?
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I/eel that sometimes this class would like concrete materials but this school does not
have many for this age group. Sometime they still need this. i.e. Simple scales. They
do have one game: numero.

Thank you for your time today.
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APPENDIX L: SAMPLE EXTRACTS FROM CLASSROOM
NOTE-TAKING

1st Phase Sample - Thursday 5/8/2004, 9.00am - 10.00am

Children working in whole class setting. They are getting better at filling in
journal. They are not sharing their ideas that much though. It is difficult to talk with
the arrangement of the chairs. Special needs group had support today from Mrs
Baxter with help on how to fill in the reflective prompt. Support teacher Mrs Baxter
says: "Filled it in very well".
Downs syndrome girl who is not taking part in the study is really disrupting
the class. The questions at the end that I have asked the children have been slightly
modified to reflect what they have been learning about. This makes it slightly more
relevant. Due to class of 32 they children are being left to their own devices a lot and
it is appearing to me that the reflective prompt really needs a scaffolder.
Do some reading on this approach - Browns Collins and Duguid. What are
the children doing when they answer "no" in their reflective prompt; do they act on
their responses?
1st Phase Sample - Wednesday 25/8/2004, 9.00am - 10.00am

Topic today is Equality and Inequality. Delia is working with Leah and they
are understanding it and working well. Phillipa showing understanding to a certain
extent. She is very under-confident. Not sure of one or two things yet made no
attempt to show this on reflection sheet. It didn't do its job [the reflective prompt]
because she doesn't like to show that she does not understand the question 1 00
divided by 5 is greater than 5 multiplied by 4. She guessed the answer; she didn't
know what it is. I said to her "1 00 divided by 5". She then used short division (5 lots
of 20) found out 20 quickly said "Oh" and then moved on. Didn't want to be found
out. I tried to show her that it was the understanding that was important. [need to
value children for what they are otherwise learning is going to be inhibited]. Children
generally working confidently. Ann saying "this is so easy" She understood "greater"
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and "less than" so easily that she didn't see the point. I tried to motivate her and
explained that in your test this - "Greater than, less than and BIMDAS" might be
useful.
Towards the end of the lesson the children started to lose concentration.
Getting a bit tired. Children were keen to contribute to reflective class discussion.
Children filling in the reflective prompt really well today with minimum
disruption. They are not talking to their friends but overall the discussion is getting
better.
2nd Phase Sample - Wednesday 10/10/2004, 9.00am - 10.00am
Lesson Content is Range, Mode, Median and Mean
Start of lesson
Mental Maths 8.45 am
Ten-minute challenge practising multiplying and dividing, addition and
subtraction. Children working on this in complete silence. Some children still using
fingers. David finished very quickly. Still a big range in the speed that the children
are working. Even though it's mental arithmetic, some children are still using pencil
and paper method to work it out.
Middle of lesson
Today the children are going to be learning about range, median, mean and
mode. Use in real world discussed. Children have to find what it means - read, see in
dictionary and make sense of it. Initial discussion about range - children found it
quite hard though reading to grasp. Teacher explains that "mean" generally is what
we think of as average. Teacher explaining and children sitting at their desks and
listening. Children are sitting very quietly. Then children started MTS page 157,
children completing the exercise. Filled in reflective prompt Joshua did not want to
fill in reflective prompt. Anthony working with Sarah, they are now sitting pairs,
which encourages to children to help each other. Jill and Peter just come up with the
right answer didn't know how. Boys going to blow noses - the only way they can get
out of their seat. Filled in reflective prompt a second time. Joshua and Anthony
complete reflective prompt. David writes that he does not does not find activity
interesting. They all complete prompt effectively.
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3rd Phase Sample - Wednesday 24/11/2004, 1 1.10am - 12.10.00am
Teacher is Miss Smith
Concentrating on Delia, Debbie, Karen, and Peter
Goal of mathematics lesson - Division
Children working individually
Is layout normal? - Yes
They are working on division of decimals. There was no introduction with the
children; just started working on mathematics exercises in MTS. Some of the
children are working and some are talking. Miss Smith sitting at the desk marking.
They are involved in carrying and working out remainders. The room is quite noisy
next door. The cymbal is rung 5 minutes into the lesson.
First completion [of reflective prompt]
Debbie understood the concept and filled it in answering yes to most items.
Karen filled in the sheet she understands what to do.
Delia filled it in accurately.
Daisy forgot what the lesson was about, then remembered and was able to fill
this section in. She has got some extension work and has been give the Year 7 book
to complete.
Mid completion [of reflective prompt]
All children completed satisfactorily.
Toni, Daisy, Margaret and David are working on Year 7 decimals - These
children are working on Year 7 book - half class working on Year 6 MTS. Very
noisy next door making it hard to concentrate. Some of the boys struggling to
concentrate. Atmosphere very relaxed. Lesson ending.
Teacher: "Close your book and go to sport"
Some children laughing - no chance for me to do final reflection. Today
there was no real intensity to learning experience. Most of the children understood
concepts though and Mrs Baxter was in working with her small group.
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APPENDIX M: SAMPLES OF CIDLDREN'S COMPLETION OF
REFLECTIVE PROMPT

I
1
�&�-���l'B!L .7..&.oE�:��:�:�:��:��:::::� :�.�:�:�:��;�

��; 24/tOl«M W«tin.frompt Name:
Plann .. c(complde at'tu 10 mm•la)

l

•

Ann

•

•

&;·�-j -� ���;; :::-r.i.iiilt:.'i:fi?c�:hsn::·:i:k.}ii:S:··
�-�'i "� ·,;; ti.·�u ·;ii, -�iir:i"ii.lf.'i::p.·tciiJ·i�o.6:::s.· -�·iis
o�-i ���-i�-;� �-�1·v�·- ·· ... ... .. ... ... . . . . . ... .. . ... ... ·· ··· ··· ··· ··

Do I enjoy dlis activity? Yd$
Do I have every dwig that I nccd'?�o
Mid adio• rellectioa (lhare yar Idea wltli IOmleOK)
ls the Wllf I chose to solve this w�odcing7 �o
Do I Wlderstand wtw r 111) doina7 �o
Am I making progrm towards� s<>al?�o
1s tllls activiiy mlefesung? v�
Do I fed confident? \Q'No
H:ive I got evel)'lbing J need? �o
Am f giving myself mough rime? �o
Notes altfut my
CvK tRHC: oo the bJds ifemt�dl

mem,•!k! kvniac

Figure 1 6. Ann using the reflective prompt to reflect on her learning
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.

tiO

Y)

Wm b�J0/04 Rdlediw .Protnpe Name:

Monday

fl.___e._._e..T___p t

Plaanln&(toaaplde aftu 10 ialnuta)
Whal is the goal of thi s lesson? .. .....,.Q.� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .

. . . . . . . 4 . . . .

. . . . . .

. ..

. . .

.. .

. . .

. . . .. . .

&;·� -id�·�·���::rJ�{f:::::.- :::::.-::·::::::::.-:::::.-:..·::.·::.- :::.::::.-::.·::.-::::
��·j·� �ti--�'i1'h�l�·��:;.'r..�fisoj.·:::.-.-....... ..:::::::.·:_-.- _._._. _._... _._._._._._. _._._._..

... ... . . . . . . .. ... . . . . ..... . .. ... ... ... ��;- ..

.. . .. . ... . . . . . . ... .. . . .. ... . . . .. ... . .
. .

· · · · - -- ·
Do I have to really CODCell� \!§,No
Do I enjoy this aclivity? �u
Do have every lhin.g that necd? @Q
Mi• 11dien rdl«tiN (share your Ideal witli �oe)
W3'f I chose to solve lliis wo�� �No
ls
Do I laldersland \\h\1 I 11111 doirlg'I �no
Am I malcing progress towards my goal? �o
�··
intlnstirlg? @No
Is this
Do I fed confidal(I/YeiiNo
Jl00d1 �o
overytrunsr'
Have I
Am J giving ffl)self mo\lgh time? �o
m die bfck If wc1e11)
mx mtbgnafica klrnlPr CIK
Notn

I

I
!ht

activity
got

""ut

•om

Figure 1 7. Peter using the reflective prompt to reflect on his learning
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Figure 1 8. Leah using the reflective prompt to reflect on her learning ( 1 )
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T .e::ih

Th�
11••-c(afkr H lllllllllel )
What is lhe, g<,il ol this lcsson'I . .

•
J.fr�telMtn.9.... p.�.l�
..Ott\.d . . . . . . .
� ... .. .. ., ... ····· · - ······ ··· ... ... co.m.pose:t: . .o.�Mbers .. . ... ... ..... .....
.
..

ii�;-� ·i d�-���.:UA�ii<f::a,��·r�\.·::o.u..i:,. �rs.·::.- ::.-.-·
��-i ·p,d·_--� ·��-� ·�;,.·..co!'ip.·o $et3iiAf!i�.rs:·::.-.-:.· .-.� .-.. . . .. . . . . .
Do I have to ·really
o.
· �?
.
. . ... . . ... .. . , . . . .. ... ... .
Do
I
cqoy
"bis
xu,jty?
···
···
···
······
··
··
···
.
.
.
..
.
, . . _ . . . .. .
.
Do J have eve,y dung thllt 1 need7 @No
MU aedoa rea«do• (IIUft ,- illeu wi .. •�)
ls d¥1 W'll'J I d1ose IO sol�t ibis w�'Ortio87 YtNl:!!I
Do 1 und«UJlld M1II I an dWJfl/(f!f,1.!o
Am I making progress�
o
. my p7 �·
�
"°""'o
b lhi.s .aiYity idtcrcsting?
0
Do I feel coc6dmr? Y
iiod, �
Have I got evaything 1 need? �o

...... ...�
. ...

Sol!! •botn m m1UK111nq1Amw1 CeK thif 111cr roddeas rrom M•pdu
WbfPA4H or DIIJ41f)

Figure 1 9. Leah using the reflective prompt to reflect on her learning (2)
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Week
In: U1110/04 ldll)diw, tc,,mpf Name:�
onday

Phillipa

�t:::'::��·- · . . . . .... . . . . ... . ... . ... ...... ..... .. .. .. .. ..... . .... ...
- ··
. . . . . .. . . .
M

.. . . .. ... . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .

. . . . . .. . . .. . . . ...

. , ... . . . - - - · ,
.
.
·
. . -:·
&��-i��·� ��iy::�·.-w:�:::i.. :�·�·.-::biian.'::.
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. ...... ... . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . ... ... . . .
. .. . .betp
.. . ..v.'ill
. .� . . .. . ..It...that
me?.•.. !. . ! .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . ..
Whll am I good
.
...
.
. . . . , . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .
· .

.

Do I have to really C()J)CffllJCe'@No
Do I enjoy tis activily'l �
Do r llave evtry ihin& dial I i-i?� o
Mid attion rdlK6oa (llu� yeur WaJ -1th ...,,._)
rs lhc way I cbose to M>lve thi, wot�l:ins?GNo
Do I undermnd what I 1m �
Am r making progress to� goal?�
ls dus ldivi ty inter�
Do I C. CMid«I? Y�
Ha,•e I got ev� I noi,d'l �
Am I gj� myself

enou.p �

No&q poyt •r •adJcMtiq kllJllp,: PK IPKf tp die bade t! ett,tled)

W cxmday
l'lanlliDc(�lde ... after lflm)
What is lhe 90 al of ihis lessoo7 .. � 1'l0e. , .-wMf., :med�, �.<!!"il.e.. . . . . . .. . ..
.. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . ... . . . . , , . 0 , 0 , , �- - - · ·· · · · · · · · · · · . . . . .. . .. ...... . .. . • • 1 • • · • ·· · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · ···
, .., , , , , , , • • • , , , . .. , .._.. , , , , , , , , _ - • . ...... , _. , , , , • • • • • • • • • , ._, , , 4 u , • • • • • • , , , _. , , o r , • • • • • • • · · • - • • • •• • • • • • • • • • •

Ho am I do 1his aaivny. J ,s� . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . - � · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . • y • . . . .. ... .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .

Whit am I good It that will help me7. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . - · ••. .. •• . . . . . . . . . . -

.
.
.
. . . . . .. . .
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
. .
.. . . . . ... ... . .... .. . .. .�
· ··· . .. . . . . . .. ... . . . . . .

.

..
. .. . . .
. .. . . .. ..

Do 1 )la,.-e to Jeally GOOOelldrlle7
o
Do I qoy 1lis avily? y;
Do I .lav11 ovary dm1 that l
7 �o
MW actiotl reftttdea (lhare y1111r Ideas wilb �ne)
ls tho � I cbOliC lo solve thu
�
w
· ?�
Do I undel',l.lnd v.tlat I am d
o
Am J l'll.lkiog progress tow•df !!I)' 8(>-1
Is this activity interasting!Y�
Do I
conlideal'l Yes�
©
'
Have I aot e,oc:r}'dliuJ J
o
Aro P''q ruyse1c enou8li
Ntk\l•bpyf JP>' ,.,,...,,IP klnioc (•K fHff .. 1be ·� 1(-¥1!1

r

reel

Figure 20. Phillipa using the reflective prompt to reflect on her learning
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I

T nn1
W,sk It& 18/10/IM Rdlff!i:tt Prpmpt Name: L-����__,
Mood�
Platu11-s(�plete after 10 llliraata)
Whal IS the sc,al of thu lesson? . .J°Q.. . . l'£.\t'lf..\.V .. . . . O.�r. .. .

pPst . ... t er.ms

...te..SSol'lS . ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... ... . . .. . ... ... . .. .. . . ..

\'J.........��������i�i:·
�tr.=oe.t4�
·-······ ....... . ............... ... ..... .......... .
.c..1�!

.Q. n d . . . . . . .
Do l have to really cooccotrlle? Yes.,$ \
\
Do I enjoy lhis aaMty7 @No
Do I ba,•e evoy lb.in, 1ha.1 r ..� $No

-find , t si mpl e

c:::;

f'.\o.t h� \

or LO \.l f' se \
MW lldioa rdl«.do• (1ha� )'Ollr ldraa witJ. IIOIDNoe)
$No

Is fle way r chose: to soJve 1hi.s "'On'.. �
Do I � \\till I am do.ing1 @No
Am 1 � Prosr• r.o....-ds my goa11 @No
Is Ibis activity nttresting?@'No
Do I fed c.onfidad?�o
Ha,--e l got �c:rytbiq I need? �o
Am I giving IJl)'SClf enough time/ '@'No
abott mrVO!aoalkfklrn4oc

Notu

Q ()

!

\.I �

""V

cm ma., lhe bdr tr llffded)

\

Figure 2 1 . Toni using the reflective prompt to reflect on her learning ( 1 )
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llnnday
l'laaDl.ll&(aftcr IG IIMllllfa )
W�&\goa1 otdiis 1esson? .. . To. -. . m�QS
.
.l,.,i,\[� ... . . .Q..Od . ... .... .
. .l • _ __ .. . ... . m ..... :r:'!).e � u..r..� .. ... .O!.M_T ... h� . . . . .. . ..
. . . :+.o. ... w_o.c�:· .. -�t ....... .�.e.?-'fl. .7-1 IJCIW.) .f.Q.!l'9C f.il�(jJ'. . cao .l do. ftuucuvil)'.•. �� .. . r,e...V..,e, �1 . tlj , ... .. ... ... ... ... .:,.. . . . .... . . . .
Row
.
.
.
.
� �-i-� ·� � ·bd·� -��1.·.-_MgfV'I'£'.'.'.' ::: :.: · :::.·�·:::.�-:.-:::::.:::: .-�-�-

-�u

E J;��

- - - - ·- - - - -·- · - - - - -· ·

�litl llClioo rdledieo (IUre JHr kleu ��oe)
ls the way I diose to solve tis WOCfuworl..llll(fb\fNO
Do I undeQtand v;bat r am doing'l�o
Am I !Dluri
�
- g pl'Ogm:slO
my goal? @No
Is this Ktivity �«
O
Do l fcd
Have I got c:vc,ylhing J necd?�o

Figure 22. Toni using the reflective prompt to reflect on her learning (2)
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Diane

f"

Thunid11y
Plaanill&(afln- 10 mfauta )
d
,
Whit is 1hc gQal of this lesson? .. .1.n-·· ._ .....l.. . . nr:..:.• .J. . . - 1,\.(.H.{. . . . :t.u . . .... .

:::::: &:ii ::�;-10. ..::ieu:L J�:.e:::1
· ·:;_e. i.iD.i .r.:·�
··-{.�:: :::::::::::: ::·
•
I
How can I do -"-•11115 acavity .., . ... . . .. .,.• .. , ... .. . . .. .e_····· ...... ..... ... ··;· ... i:..· · · ... .
1 ·--��·-�-� · ·. ··1'1l'. ..a . . . f:Ol&J .Q .c� r.. . . ..
... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... .... .. .. .. . .. L.
What llll l good II that will help mc7.d!.. N.� . ..(.\. . .. ... .. . . .. ... ... . .. . . . .. ... .. ... .

�·: ;:/�����- · · · · · I))· " · · · · · · . · ·· · · · · --· "· ··· ·· · · ··· ··· ··

Do I have every dung that I need'/ � fN
Mid aclioa ntledio• (._re your i4eu w\t. M111eoae)
U lhc w,:y I chose io solve this wo�ork:iQJ1�o
Do I undemand wbal I am doing? �o
Am I making progress towards 111)' gpal7 G!No
b 1his adivity int��o
Do I foel confid�o
Rive I aot everything I oced? Y�

..

N•ln abouc Ill.)' machemadn JeamlngCucChli sure Coe14Pa (rpm Monday
Wedpgd.ay or Thllnday)

\ fovrd -n� \)

terr,. � 9c:od r.:eco-u.se-1inproved -\he,, lA-0� \ do rra-\m. I hove,

don e, mo re. �es � eN e.r Qn d ;t reo l l�
� peel me, us , ng +h� reflecH:>h o�ets.

1 t Qh ow ed rnL/ who.-f 1 t')e e-d ed t-o
do
and 5oue rn� a c..hc.t nce of f ��\ � ne.-w
wo,:1 +o do t"Y"o +h p mfo lV'Yl:S f

Figure 23 . Diane gained in confidence form being able to express her ideas
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ohn
EJ_

Week ti 22/JJfPi Btne«m Prompt Name:
Monday
�(co•J>l$: •fter 10 miallUI )
What is 1he go al o! this lessoo'I . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · - · · · . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .
• • • .. • •• • •• . - · . - · · . · · - · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .

. I••

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . , , , q , , . .. . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . •

How cai I do this aclivuy. . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .

o·� ·i ���·;�·;�;;�a·v�·· ........ . . ...... . .. ................ ··· ·········• • • • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .o o o o o o o u o o o o , , o ., , , , p o O * I

• • • o .a o o , H , o , 1 , u , 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 • • • • • • 1 0 • • • • • • • • • . 0 t • • • • • • • • • • •

What am I good III lhal' wiU help rrwn . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . , , . .. . . . . . .. . .
Do I enj oy tis 1c1hity7 Y�_p ,
Do I have every lhina Ihm I oeccl? cs/No
Mid aclioa reRedl•• (*aft yoer Weal wida �oe)
Is ihe wrr; I chose to tolve tlis WIXk. wor� Ycsqjo
Do l understand what 1 am doing? Yea.(No\
Am I makiog p rogress towards !!:J
'--'
Is this activity inter� yesAjjj
�
Do I feel coofidem? Y
o c-:-.
Have I got ev erything I oeed7 �es/No
Am I siVUl8" myself enoosh lime? Y
Nolf• HRIC PD'. mlfllesna1icl lqnaln ru,e •PP °' tbt back iCIICS1k4}

eoai'1'VeJN'q

esll®

I �

r 2-.

3 l6'o

u; . (p i:,
(?"f'"

I ,-,

/\ t· \

J l'\t� f.s\)..

. ,, ll " (tf

•

3 �b

Wednesday

.Pla.imio&(compJece Cbl, after lOaiin)
Whal is tho 8()lll of Ibis lesson? . �t&.J.. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . .. .. . . , . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .

, .. .. ... ... ... ... .... . . .... ... ... .... ... ... . . . . . ... .. ... ... . .. .. . . ... ... ... . . .... .. ... ... . . . ... . . ... .
....... . . ... · · ··· ··· ··· . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . •'- ··· ··· ··· ···. ··· ·-···. ... ... ... ....... .. . .... ... ... ... .... . ,. . , _,
. I ·do this aai 'ri1y.. . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . .
How cm
...... ..... , .. , . , , . . . .... .... ..... .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . . .. ... ... , .. ... .. ... ... . , . .. ... ... . .
Whal W I good II lhal will hdp me7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. - , .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ··. · · · · · · · .
. . . . .. . . . . . . .
i>c;·j ���·;�-��;7\��... . .. . . . ... . . . . .. ... . . . . ··· ··· ··· ··· Do I mjoy Ibis activily'l Y�- .

......

MJ•

Do J have every thi.a& 1hat J �o
acdoe ftftedioa (llaan your Weal wiib .-eoae)
Is lhe way I d>0511 10 solve this wo�working? @No
Do I understand what I am doins?�
pro,Bre1S towards my aoll? �o
Am I
ls lhia activity in�Yes.@
o
Do I feel confidenl?
Have I got everything need?@'o
Am I giving my,e1f eoouat, time? �o
tbe !tack 11�>
lie klmlPc {•aenau
•r 11rt
Ne•a

malcina

•kl¥•

-

Figure 24. John being directed by the researcher to use a different learning strategy
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Figure 25. Catherine expressing that she already knows how to do long
multiplication despite learning activity teaching this
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. ..A_n_�7---""'--:»'eels ht 11/11104 BeQttfu'e Prompt N.J'=""
ay
Mond
Planain&(co111 plde after JO minutn) .
•
.
,..1
Wha1 is ihc goal of Ibis lesson? .. l?.iY.J�. ��n. . . W.. t .l:h . . .���� . .. . . . . . . .. . . .

..

o c • O• • , • o • •• • o • • -• • •• , , o o • • • • . .. , , • I • • O j o I t • • O .. . 0 • • • • • • O 0 0 ' 0 0 • I I o I ' • t ' • • • • ' " oo o o I o • o ' o ' ' ' o ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' • ' ' '

.. . . ... . .. . .... . .. . .. , , . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .. . . . .. . . . . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . ... . .. .. . , .. .. . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . ... . ..
How Clll'I J do this activity.. 'llY.f,S/{1.(). _ ... . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . , . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .

. .. ... ... ... . .. . .. . . ... ... . . . ... ... ... .. . . D... · '.· ··· . . . ... ··· · ·· --· . . . . . ... . .. ... .. . . . . ... �

What am I good. at tba1 will help llll!?
. . . . . I/..��/<;U:?.. . . . . .. . .. .... .. . . .. . . . .. .. . .... . . . . . . . .
. .. ... .... .... ... . .. . . . . . .. . . . . ,. .. . . . . .. ... . . . . , . ... ..... . . . .. . . .. . ... . . . . ... . ... . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. ,, . . . . . . .. . . ......
Do I have to really conceoamc? @No
Do I enjoy chis activity7 Y�-.
·Do 1 have. every thing that I neec11 9No
Mid acdo• refl«.tjea (lhare yoar Was with Mmeone)
h the Wrrf I chose to solve 1bis work, working? '@No
Do I undcratand what I .-a doing? ��...
Am ) matins pf08reSS towa,lb� goal!WlSfNO
ls 1his activity interesting? y�
Do I feel conlidel1t?t¥'"�o
Haye J got e\'� noed �o
Am I SJvins mysel f enough tirM7 )!,'No
Nem abtpt rnx: ggtpgnadq 1ean11111 (Ille a,p on the bad§ i( QClde4}

Wednesday
P'laanin&(umplm tlw after 10mm)
Whal is the goal of this l#l!s&on? . .N. .1,J., JJ:1 b.er.. . r:�./�r.io.hS. . . . . . .. . . . ... .. . ... . .
.. . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. .. ... . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . ... . . . . ..... . . . . . .. � . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . .. .. . ... .. . . .. . . . . . ... . .... .. ..

.

.
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Figure 26. Ann expressing her ideas before asking the teacher to change
the learning activity
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APPENDIX N: CONTENT ANALYSIS

Figure 27 shows the steps that were taken in the content analysis process. It
began with the collection of data as outlined in Chapter 3. The data was initially
analysed in order to identify different effects that occurred in the case study. This
process created categories which were then further analysed and common patterns
emerged. Additional investigation of the qualitative data enabled these patterns to be
linked together so that four main constructs were identified. These constructs were
the final step in this qualitative data analysis and produced the major effects of the
expert learning process designed to promote number sense.
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Figure 27. A diagram to show the flow of qualitative data analysis.
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